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SUMMERS

Dona Ana County was defined in 1&52 to Include ail
the southern part of the Territory of Hev Mexico,
with the addition of the Oadeden Purchase in 1655#
the county extended west to California, east to Texas,
and north to an eastwest line throw* h the vicinity of
Hot Springe.

Only that part kru*fn a® the Meailla

Valley was organised for county government; the east
ern section was uninhabited, and the a s t e r n portion
in the area known a® Arizona tr&s too remote to he
closely associated with the more populous MseilU
Valley.
The mission of San Xavier del 3*e, near Tucson,
was established in the seventeenth century.

In i860

there were three co son schools in Tucson, and later
in the decade a Catholic school.
The earliest recorded schools in the Hraiils Valley
existed in 1870*

There w< re five public schools {per

ils-p« the only ones in the Territory at that date)
the Lorrtto Academy.

>nd

At that time the population of

the county numbered approximately 6000 people divided
saong elxt'.n conraunltlee rnogitm
Ranch, 6, ta M M i l U t 15?8.

n ala** fro® Slocua'e

—
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The first school law, passed in 1856 and repealed
the same year, was not effective In Dona m a County•
It provided funds from taxation, adequate supervision
by a county board of education, and compulsory at tea*,
danse, and stipulated at least one school in each
precinct*

The second law, i860, and amendments, 1863

and 1867, provided ?'or precinct schools supervised by
the justices of the peace*
provided*

General funds were not

By 166? the law had not functioned, for

there was not a ewm<m public school in the Territory*
It is not known whether the public school® of 1870
w*r© established by virtue of this law*
Effective sahool legislation was passed in 1872#
By the provisions of this law, schools w^re establish
ed in the county under the supervision of a school
commission#

In 187* there were seven public schools

operated on a tot%l bu get of #15 9 8 *2 9 .
were not used for supplies nor equipment*

Public funds
Lac Cruces

owned its school building; the others were furnished
by the teachers*
During this year the Visitation Convent (Loretto
Academy) flourished with five teachers and an Income
from tuitions of #2000*
The present system of school districts originated
in I8 77, according, to minutes of the county school

—
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commission*

Teachers, one to each of eight districts*

were paid #20 to

45 per month*

the editor of the a e i U X a ValleyIndependent w^s
one of the foremoat promotera of public education
during the seventies.

The few coplea of thie news

paper that have been preserved indicate that ample
apace was given to school news, &nd frequent editori
als criticised and suggested school policies.
Minutes of the school commission show ten districts
in 1880, with but little change in the budget or salary
schedule.

In this year the Sisters of Mercy establish

ed a convent at Masilia.
After the coming of the railroad in 1581* the popula
tion in the Valley increased rapidly*

Las Cruces became

the largest town and the county seat*
In 1882 Mesllla, in protest against the county board’s
favoring Las Cruces in the distribution of school funds*
took advantage of a new law to establish an independent
district* and Hillsboro built a school house that year.
In 1684, when the law abolishing the school commission
and providing for a county superintendent and district
directors went Into effect* the county had fifteen
school districts, in eight of which schools had been
opened during the last year* there were also two in
dependent districts, both with schools* and three

Vi

church schools*

The appropriations for county schools

had increased to approxi® tely #5000t but such of this
amount was lost through uncollected taxes*
Late in 1884 Martin lohman was appointed super
intendent of county schools*

He Immediately called

meetings In the principal communities to select local
school directors*

Schools opened late that fall* if

at all* and community dissensions were soon manifest*
Unfortunately but few details of the district schools
are available*
U* Fred Lehman* the first elect'd superintendent
of county schools, published a report for the year
1885.
notwithstanding tfert three districts had been lost
with the organisation of Sierra County, there were
sixteen school districts* including Mrsilia which had
lost its status of an independent district.

Only

twelve of the district® had maintained schools* and
5000*02 had been distributed to them; #2078 of the
sum had been married over fro® the proceed lag year*
leading* grammar* arithmetic* orthography* geo
graphy* penmanship and United States history were the
subjects trugfct In the public schools*

The Presby

terian school taught the same branches except history;
the academy at Me® 111 a added enisle and needlework; and

vii

the Loretta Academy offered a wide variety including
secondary subjects*
According to the superintendent, who recommended a
more stringent certification law,
• * * there are at present several
teachers in this county totally un
qualified for the position they occupyf
hut as their certificates have been
signed by the directors of their dis
tricts, (who are in some case© as ig
norant as the teachers)9 I swat accept
them* a© the law provide© no remedy *
The director® of the La© Cruces district were
particular about the qualifications of their teacher
and commonly appointed an *examinetlv©M board to
•W

certificate applicants for the position#

The teacher’s

examination for 1< 86 is «iven in full on pages 77 and 76#

k law of 1887 provided for certification of teachers
by the county superintendent, and this plan was general
ly accepted by the districts*
In the late eighties Hona Ana County received a
great asset end a powerful proponent of oubllc educa
tion in the person of Hiram Hadley*

He was influen-

ti&l, sor© than ftny one else, in establishing Hew
Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts *
Effects of his work for more? thorough education were
felt in the most remote precincts of the county*
the first county teachers* Inetltute was held in

—

—
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La® Cruces in 1889# and a teachers* association was
organised at that time*
The superintendent*s report for 1890 shows twenty•even school districts, twenty-five of which had
three months or more of school*

Public school funds

amounted to more than $8000# and teacher *s wages
ranged from

21 to $100 per month#

Several districts

provided school buildings, and eighteen districts rem
ported small sumo expended for "Rent, Fuel* etc.”
The school law of 1691 made no radical changes in
district school administration*

Its chief merit was

In its providing more adequate funds, especially for
urban districts
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PURPOSE
This work was undertaken for the purpose of
assembling detailed facts concerning the early
development of education In Dona Ana County and
arranging th*m In usable fora*

Its Importance is

attested by the prevailing unf&mlliarlty with
community history m

it applies to the school and

by the complete lack of any official records of
local origin systematically filed*

XMLmithtKM
This thesis Is confined to the history of Dona
Ana County, Hmw Mexico schools prior to the year
v
1891.
PROCEDURE
?4any sources have been searched for school history?
state and government publications, commercial and re*

search pamphlets, the Archives of State collect d by
the ^ew Mexico Historical Society, the; County Clerk*s
records, the museum at ^esiila, private collections of

documents

and

old newspapers, the fllrs of county

state newspapers,

and

and

ths recollections of many citizens

who have bean Interested in school affair© for a long
time.

The recogniEed authorities on Mew Mexico history,

Bancroft, Twitchell, Vaughan,

and

others, gave but

little space to educational matters and, of course,
their work© would not supply details of county affairs.

Pertinent

material from the popular histories, however,

has been freely used.
Diligent search has yielded scrape of information,
some of which concern events of vast importance in
shaping our school system) hut many of them are
trivial and would he without value except for their
rarity and the fact that better information is un
attainable.

The scraps have been pieced together,

important and trivial as they come, with many unavoid
able gaps5 but ths main picture is discernible, and
missing details and gaps in the outline can be supplied)
this task is left largely to the reader..

____

________________

_ _ _ _ _

CBAWK I
STATUS

OF

ElHiCATXOif KFOKK 1870

THE OOUKtY
Dona Ana County# the southern part of the territory
and one of the nine counties defined by the first
Terretorial Legislature In 1832, was con®lder^bly
increased In sis© with the addition of the &&d©d€«n
Purchaee in 1855. 1

The population was centered In

the Mesilla Valley with Dona Ana a© the first county
2
©eat#
The enactment which created the county divid
ed it Into six indefinite precincts, three of w* ich
were located in the disputed territory of the Meellle
Valley west of the Rio Grande
Th© part in the Arisons area, which became a sep
arate territory in 1863, figures little in the history

George 8* Anderson, Hiptorr of Uew ^exjugo, Vol# II,
p. 361*
2In heeenber, 1832, the county seat was placed at
Lao ;races, but in 1835 was moved to Mesllla, where it
remained until after the coming of the railroad* In
1882 Las Cruces was declared the county seat, and funds
were provided for a court house# Ralph imcrson Twltohell
Leading iFacta of New 3f*ico J'latgry# Vol# XII, p* 1&8#

h

Mexico (Ter#) La w s , Statutes, etc*, 1697,
JEfittUftLJ*S0L2£. :-'ew Mexico* Lee* 320#

jiisicny a «o Q f w c m x m or «o* Mexico

p -457

19 0 *
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of the county; however, the first schools were in this
Arizona portion.

The census taken In i860 found the

following schools and churches:
Common Schools
Tucson
fubec
lurches
Tub^o
San Xavier

Humber
Teachers
1
1
1
1
1
1

Hunber
Pupils
3
13
13
3
7
3

Annual
Income
0
4130

1
1

Catholic
Catholic

(no pastor)

H

180
364
100

RoarksThe laws of Hew Mexico having been inoperative in Arizona* no taxes have been
collected by her or apy other government.
In frequent instances the teachers take
contracts to teach the children respectively
to re&djf write, add, subtnot* and multiply^
charging generally about 7 3 for each case#H
tn the Me*ilia Valley there were three catholic
churches— at ^eaillo., Las Cruer-s, and Lena

and

no schools**'’
According to the population lists of the same
enumeration* most of the inhabitant® of xrisona were
Indians, but several families of ranchers and miners

^Historical Society of Hew Mexico,
SMjfefi* David *• Miller*
Schedule 6* (A law of i860, repealed
year, created the County of Arizona*)
3lbl&«* “ ounty of Done Ana”, Schedule 6*

^ona ,
the next

—

—

—

—

•' *1
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lived in Tubac and Tucson, a few also at Gila City and
Port

Buchanan, whereas nearly all of the »am*>s of

families tn the Mesllla Valley were Spanish sad the
chief occupation was farming*

&

During the first two years of the Civil war# moat
of the white people left Arlsonn; and when Congress
organised the territory In 1863#

the sUUftff posts had been abandoned! the
Indians had again beeom masters of the
countryt and the cottiers had fled for their
lives* Tucson# Yuma# a few ranches# and an
occasional min? r were all there was of civil
isation left#*
Two other schools were located in the arlaona
portion of Dona Ana County*

The mission of Dan Xavier

del Bac was founded in the latter part of the seven
teenth century, sand after i860 a Catholic school was
established at Tucson.

6

**Arizona" and ’'
’County of Dona *na"#
Schedules 1*
7<Joha H* Vaughan# ^etory .and,.£aygg^*aVJt£
^Hubert Kowe Bancroft# History of..arlseaa £8g
%iiwji£xico# p« 605
ueorge 8* Kelley# "Providing -.ducation in
Heyjaw Vol* *# Mo* 3
Arlsona*
&5£L
n an account of the first
H
H H b ffr r r ^
COctober
school legislations
"Thp sum of $500 was appropriated at the same
time 0864] to the school in Tucson# on th© condition
that instruction b© given daily in the English
language* Xlso# aid to the amount of 1*50 was given
to the Catholic Mission School of San Xavier del Bac*

5

Except for the Arizona schools mentioned, records
do not show any other school organisation in Dona
Aaa County before the Loretto Academy was established
In February, 1870*

However, some evidence Indicates

private schools, or rather tutorships, existing In the
Mesllla Valley prior to this &ate*v

Grant County was

organised in 1868, cutting; off the western part of
Dona Ana County*

Calk In a mentions a pay school, In

Silver City in 1872# which was, perhaps, the first
school of any kind in that section***3

the eastern

part of the county, including the Pecos Valley, con
tained but few settlers before It was embraced by
Lincoln County, and was never organised as a part of
ho«n Ana. County*
ttDUCAflDftAL B«Cit<mOUKD
Mission schools were established In Mew Mexico
along with the first churches*

During the Spanish

regime, formal education was the business of the
church, and the school, such as It was, was a pert

V t (Jus Griggs of Heeilia, who was born la 18?4
and attended the listers1 school in Mesilia, tells
that his grandfather, Cristobal JUcarats, taught the
first school in Mesilia for the benefit of his ©wa
sad hie neighbors* children, sometime, Mr* Griggs
estimates, during the sixties*
10Hsl«n R. Calkins, History of
schools gf
s.llT«?r City, o. . 6 . ................................

—

i
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of the church*© service to the co: munity •
schools prospered m

Mission

the church prospered, and both

suffered when, with the success of the Mexican
devolution (18 2 1 ), the Franciscans were withdrawn.
Hew Mexico was left almost completely without compe
tent teachers and preacher©
Under Mexican rule a few private schools were
established, presumedly to supplant the aba doned
mission schools*

Only meager attempts were made to

establish public schools for boysj education for girls
was not considered.

It Is certain, however, that no

school under this system was located In the Dona ana
12

section, and nowhere did education flourish.*

In IS32 eight towns had primary schools, and by
1844 private schools had been established In the more
important points of Slew Mexico.

But they

were

transi

tory Institutions j for in 1047 there was only one
public school with one teacher, in Hants Me, and later

^Thomas J. Bayfield Jr., the ,Eovelopaent of the
c school# In sew Hexlco between
"nod 1 §00.
L. Bradford .Prince, The Student*s History of
-exloo., op* 157-159.
Benjamin H. Reed, 4 1^lf toi^f^of :duortion In
:<mt Mexico, p-p. 13-14

M€>w

—

—

.
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in the same year Governor Vigil reporte

no private

schools nor aoftAtsiUt* ^
Although there were a few settler© in the southern
part of Hew Mexico (present boundaries) curing the
Spanish era, there is no record of any village© before
1842, when Dona Ana was located by fourteen men who
i4
had left their families in 1 Faso#
By 1847, at the time of the Am er loan Occupation,
Dona \na was a thriving village,

there were a few

ranchers in the valley along the Rio Grande; there
had been mining esmps in the Finos Altos region; and
there was an Indian health resort, sometimes frequent
ed by the whites, at Palamas Hot Springs; c*ut there
were no other permanent towns within the present boun
daries of southern 8ew Mexico#
During the fifties many settlor© came to the

1Charles riksnah Hodgin, :«rlv .chool
ttenfroo* p. 3.

b o s illa

of Jew

1^Citizen® of Dona Ana celebrated the fCentennial*’
of their church and community, February 2, 1940. Las
Cruoes Sun-*jews# March 31 and February 1, 1940.
Mr*. Maude Bloom, ( cFle) A History of Kesiila
Valley, op. 23-24 gives the date, 1842, and details
here recorded.
P. M• Baldwin, "A Short History of the tfeeilla
Valley" Sew Mexico Historical Review. Vol. 13, pp.

314-324 Ssia&iisheet the 'date "iSi? for the first
permanent settlement, by the Dona Ana Bend Colony#
The latter two reference® are not contradictory•

—

wmm

—
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Valley, and several village# took fora,

Anderson

states that this valley was the first portion of New
Mexico to attract the attention of

agio© and secure

their settlement*15
Various histories refer to settlers fro® the States
who cams during this decade, hut, in general, they had
no

families,

Many Mexicans not wishing to remain in

United States territory settled south and west of the
river from Dona Ana before 1834,

Several towns were

located by the emigrating Mexicans, the largest of
whlc& was

esllla,1^

Catholic churches were built early In the history of
the principal towns, and usually by the resident priests,
No records available Indicate any mission or private
school in these early towns along; the Hlo 3r»ade,

It

Is probable that there were none before the Civil war,
end very few for the decade following.

There were

many good reasons for the lack of educational facil
ities and the general unconcern for education,
1,

The gov*rn&ent rendered no aid to the people in

its conquered territory except protection against the

*'5&ndarson, op, clt», Vol, II, p, 562,
l6O w f f ffPtpRe, qatory or tte.jlcal
or the Gadsden .Purchase, op, 29, 35, 42

—
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Indians*
2# Public schools wore new in the United States and
unknown in Spanish territories*

Mexico ssade only a

•mall start to establish public schools and secular
education, against her Spanish traditions*
3*

ducated men made up a small proportion of the

population and, for the most part, were* new settlers
without families*
4* Most of the people were too poor to pay taxes
and were illiterate*
$♦ The established leaders definitely did not
believe in education for the masses,
6, Sootier difficulties end dangers were saore
acute here than in some other parts of the territory*
THE FIRST SCHOOL LA*
The first school law passed by the Territorial
Legislature in 185S-56 was repealed in December, XU 36*
Only the principal provisions of the law are given
below:
Funds to establish and maintain schools were
provided through taxation, and directions were given
for setting up elaborate? machinery for assessing
property for school tax and for collectInf and account
ing. for such tax*
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Supervision and administration of schools in each
county was delegated to the hoard of education,
• • • which shall be composed of one
person of the greatest ability, learning
and Integrity of each precinct,1* and the
probate Judge, who shall preside over said
board.
The probate Judge would appoint the other members,
whose acceptance was not contingent upon their wishes.
Compulsory education of children from seven to
fourteen years of age was provided, at the discretion
of the board of education.
Teachers, selected by the board, were to be paid
*8 to ,40 a month, and each teacher was required to
satisfy his supervisor, the board member from that
precinct.

^ T h e aa®e Legislature defined the precincts of
Dona Ana County and added one to the six mentioned
at the first of this chapter. The new precinct was
Ho. 5, the last two being renumbered. The act rather
vaguely describes the boundaries. Numbers 1, 2, and
3 evidently extended east and, the others west to the
boundaries of the territory. They were allocated
to the principal towns as follows:
No. 1, Santa Barbara (Hatch) to Robledo on the
south; No. 2, Dona Ana; No. 3, Las Cruces and south
to Texas; No. 4, Mesilla north of Plaza; No. 5,
Mesilla south of Plaza; No. 6, Santo Tomas de Iturbide;
Ho. 7, Amoles (La Union). New Mexico (Ter.) Laws,
Statutes, etc., Comoiled Local and Special Laws, 1884.
Chap. IV, Secs, 2-3.
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IX

. • • /Teachers? before entering upon the
discharge of their duties, shall take an
oath before the Justice of the peace of
his residence, that they will well and
truly discharge all their duties as
teachers or preceptors to the best of
their ability.
The board of education had powers to expend all
school funds, to determine the length of the school
term, and to make any other rules for regulating the
schools5 but one or more schools must be established
in each precinct.
Board members, appointed by the probate judge, were
liable to a fine of ^10, payable to the probate Judge
who would pay such fine into the school fund, for
refusing to serve on the board or for failure to
attend meetings called by the Judge except for spec
ified excuses.

The probate Judge was subject to a

fine of ;,‘500 for failure to comply with any provision
of the act.*1-^
This law was one of compulsion to citizens, pupils,
and administrators, and not at all suitable to condi
tions prevailing in New Mexico.

Indeed, the represen

tatives from four counties-- Taos, Rio Arriba, Santa
Ana, and Socorro—

protested so strongly that their

l^Hodgin, op, clt.. pp» 8-15-
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counties were permitted a referendum before tbe law
should t&fee affect, and the subsequent election
showed 37 out of 5053 vote* cast in the four counties
favored the law.l$

The objections, however# were not

to the contradictory clauses and unreasonable demands
of the law but to taxation for education and to the
idea of public education Itself*

It is not fcnown *«o

what extent the law was observed la the counties
where

It was operative.

The law is interesting as

a *first attemptw and on account of the protest it
aroused*
stcovD kttmr?

to establish schools

The second school law, approved January 27$ I860,
made the justice of the peace responsible for public
education end gave him authority to establish and
maintain schools.

*unde were to be provided by a

special tax of fifty cents per pupil, if parents
were able to pay it*^°

This law was not so stria*

gent as thf first one, sod a cosamunity could easily
avoid & school without subjecting, the Justice of th©

•^Hodgin*

^Oi odgln, op. eU.. s>p. 16-19.
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peace to punishment for neglect of duties.
neither this law nor lie unimoortant amendment of
1863 materially changed conditions In the territory.21
record# extant In Pons k m County hare any refer
ence to It.

Th* people were neither able nor ready

to initiate a public school system.

It is certain that

©oat of the cltis* ns knew nothing ©bout the school law*
and doubtful If many of the justices of the peace were
any better informed.

A memorial to Congress during

the legislative session of 1866-6? stated that there
was not a public, common school In the territory.22

tm nmt mmvt&m
In i860 the Valley got Its first newspaper, the
he#ilia Times. this weekly lasted about two years
and enjoyed a wide if not heavy circulation*

We

may suppose it and other early paper# had some ed
ucational value.2 *

op. 20-21.
2gm a » . p. 23.
• ' .nderaon ?uoteB from the a«lUft..£isg,. October
10, 1861, to describe the resources and business of
the county. Billy the Kid Museum has n frag®» nt of
a copy dated May 11, 1861. fhe masthead shows It was
published by S* C. Murray and Co*, City of Mollis*
Arisons** Frank Higgins, editor. This copy 1© Vol. I,
So* 30, which indicates that it wee first Issued in
1860.
. . .$©Fle# Bancroft, and Prince mention •■#» ? i s a u u iig»6 a. hp.llla’e newspaper In 1860-61.
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Some of these early papere with scattered copies
extant have yielded valuable information for this
study*

There is available one file of a county

newspaper complete since 1881* the Rio grande
republican in the library of the

Mexico College

of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts*
IHCftEASISO MAE© FOB SCHOOLS
raring the sixties the population of the Me* 11 la
Valley increased rapidly* and villages were located
in the Tularosa Valley, in the Sacramento Mountains*
in the ?ecoe Valley* and in the western mining region*
There is ample evidence that some of these people felt
the need of public schools*

The law made it possible

to establish schools* but sufficient funds were not
provided* and a® stated* most of the people were not
familiar with such laws nor with the idea of formal
education* public or otherwise*

Parents who wished

to educate their children were faced with a difficult
situation? for private schools were very expensive
and suitable tutors were rarely found.*

k

few children

were sent away to school? probably more were instructs
ed by their parents in the home*
£*urther amendments to the school law in 1867 pro
vided for funds to be raised by donations*

The com-

—

__
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mittee appelated by the probate judge to solicit
donations in the various counties has been referred
to as the first county bo^rd of education*

Ferhape

It functioned as such In some counties# cut there
are no records of such a committee in Dona &n®
County*

Parents were expected to furnish their

children with necessary school supplies# including
fuel*

the charge of fifty cents per pupil# set by

the earlier law# was continued# except when the
family could not afford it-* since most of the fam
ilies In this section were very poor# only small funds
could, haws been raised by the tax*

The justice of the

peace was charged with the responsibility of appoint
ing *a capable person to teach the children of said
precinct the first rudiments of education*H

The

probate judge In each county was given the duties of
a county superintendent end r»^ulP®i5 to make an annual
school report to the Legislative Assembly*
no record of such

a

(There Is

report fro® Dona &na County*)^

In fact# this law merely recommended public schools
and described how they should be established and main

tained,

The law was Impotent; however# It could arouse

no opposition In counties or oosssunlties satisfied with

2*<!odgln,

op.

cit,. pp. 23-26
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the lack of educational facilities* and it served*
in a olid way* to keep alive the question of free
public education*

the legislature1a frequent pleas

for United States aid to public school© were profit
less except In the aaaa measure•
Several school© were established in the territory
subsequent to the act of 1867* whether In accordance
with or on account of the new law la not known*
& compilation of educational facilities in $ew
Mexico for 1870 shows that there were five Catholic
and four Protestant schools in th© territory*

There

were no public school house© but five public schools
with one teacher each and a total of 188 pupils*2^
Sons of the Protestant school© were in this county*
s

but the Academy of Visitation in U i

C-ruce® was one

of the Catholic schools* and it Is likely that all
of the five public schools mentioned w^re in this
county«
According to the best information received by the
United States Commissioner of Education there were no
public schools in ftew Mexico in 1870,26 but Secretary

2%&yfield* oc* sit** p* 32*
^United States Bureau of Education* report.ofL^Um
aogsslsslon«>r of Education* 1870*
H*xico% pp* 3263£8T

______

XT

Hitch later reported that there
surly Bona Ana County schools &r© discussed in the
next chapter*

W IMlat X0T3, p. 436.
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am T r a m o r

n

t h e school

anm

NeoomAe «MTi scarce for the entire decade of 1670.
Anderson ©aye that records for Dona Ana County from
1671 to 1875 are entirely raisein*'.*
United States commiesloner of

Reports of the

ducatIon before 1874

give no details concerning schools in the various
counties.

The history of Lorotto Academy in Las

Cruces is fairly complete, but there is no definite
Information &b'ut any other school in the County
before 18?4.
SOME EARLY SCHOOLS
Dona Teresita Fountain, widow of A* J. Fountain
Sr*, gave from memory some information on the earlier
schools in Heaill&i
*The first school in Meal 11a was taught by Mrs*
Thomas B* Catron, who later moved to 55snta Fe,2

It

^Oeorge B. Anderson, History of Bow ffoxlga, Vol. XI,
p. 561
^Thomas B, Catron wa© appointed district attorney for
Do»a Ana County and settled at La Mesilla in 1866 • He
was still studying law and was admitted to the bar the
next year* Ho became attorney general of Hew Mexico la
1869# -Ralph Emerson Twltchell. :Tho Loadin': r.*cta p f '
Kgw Mexican History. Yol. II, p. 519, note 437•
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*»• not considered proper for ladles to teach school#
Out the Catrons wore wary poor*

I was not allowed to

go# Out Albert (A* J# Fountain or #) attended**
r*« Catron's school# cither private or public, was
evidently on© of those before 1870#
The next school# according to Mrs* fountain# was
conducted by Newton rtosencr&as# and was supported by
private subscript! ns*^
>var#^

Sometime before the Lemon

Dona foresita herself attended a private school

for girls conducted by Miss Refugio Telles, from Ju&rex#
fountain re©sabers that Pedro Telle®#5

listed

as a teacher in the ninth Census# taught school In
♦

Mesilla# and there were others of which she knew very
little*

But the best teacher# Don Luis—

remember his surname—

she does not

cane from Mexico and taught a

Spanish school (probably after 1873)#

He was & great

^According to old timers# Hewton ftosencran* was at
various times school teacher and justice of the peace#
firs# Araendorls has his court record book# written in
Spanish# for the year 1875# He was a candidate for
public school teacher in 1877 (page 3 5 )*
% © s i Ileuses speak of the Lemon War# which Is more
generally known as the M e a l U a Biot of 1871# The
^vent is recorded most completely in George Griggs#
ille^VaU e y jar,,,.the ...QMMm ..Pugghosa#

PP* 90-93#

Mrs* fountain's fstiver was Involved in the riot#
and In the fall of 1071 the whole family moved to
Ascenclon# where they remained for nearly two.years#

5®ee page 21*
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mathematician,

*Albert”

ttended hie school and always

held him In high esteem* giving Von Lais credit for a
good part of his education* especially In mathematics*
and his philosophy of Ilfs.
ire* Fountain has a clear recollection of Church
affaire and named every priest at San Albino’s* in the
order of incumbency* since the early sixties*

father

Morin* who o&ae to Mss Ills about 1872* was very pro
gressive* she said.

He improved the Church and en

couraged the children to learn5 but h© objected strong
ly to coeducation*

He was Influential In bringing the

Slaters of Mercy to open a school In 1880*

Mrs.

Fountain attended the Sisters* school until her mar
riage in 1883.

She said she liked school very much

tut received most of her Instruction In her own home
from her mother and grandfather.
SCHOOLS 15? 1870
A comparison of the Eighth and fiinth Census tabula
tions shows that the population in the valley had ma
terially increased during the decade.
towns had boon located*

Several new

esilla had gained* and Las

Cruces had grown fr?» a small village to a town almost

21

a® large a© Me®Ilia
Social and educational institution® in the county
were given a® folio*®$
6 churches, Homan Catholic*
5

conimon school®, public, ungraded; 5 mal®

teacher®; 30 male student®; 30 female student®;
i1000 per year Income •
10 private libraries*
1 academy; 5 teacher®j 55 student®; 14000
per year income*^
The population enumeration in the same original
tabulation list® five Sieter®, living In La® cruce®,
who Mere surely the teacher® in the Academy*

It

also list® in the county five teacher® and 213
children deolgnsted as **scholar®” or "attending
school" *
The five county teacher® were enumeratedi

6Hietorle(il Society of Sew Kexlco fercblyge of

PuM* »■ *« i. w ii»r,

vaaiai* w 5»

"County of Dona a m » schedule 1 and M* Crotiia*
Ninth Ceneus* 1870, Dona Ana and Grant County' ,
Schedule 1.
The total population of Dona Ana County in
1070 wa® 3064, including on# negro SO# on# Indian*
Se# T A 0 U I* POPULATION AND tOMNS OF DONA ANA
COUNTY, 1870.

TfUstorical Society of New Mexico, pp« ett *
M» Cronin, on* clt*. Schedule $.
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TABLE I . POPULATIONS AND TOaNS,
DONA 4NA COUNTY, 1870°
Town

Population

Chamber!no
Dona
Dona Ana

463

Fort Selden (garrison

153

La Mesa

370

Lae Cruces
Lea®burg

728

1304
24

Loe Chuios (San Miguel)

125

Partin'e Kench or
.Tornado del tfuerto

11

Heellla

1578

Pleach©

210

Rio Poloams

186

San Augustine
Santo Tomas

7
lit

Slocum’s Ranch

6

Tortugas Ranch

298

La Union

287

s m
^United State® De^&rtfteni of the Interior, Census
Of floe, A ^ o^oendlum of the m,.th .ensue (1870),
Table IX, p« *®5 ^Dona Ana County* This official
publication agree* with the original tabulation shorts,
mentioned in note 6, page 21, Settlers In the Yularosa
Valley. In ona Ana County at the time, were not lieted
under *’Dona Ana County'1
’ but were erroneously credited
to ■Li .-coin County « ....................................

r
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Chamberlno~~Antonto autdonl, saal®, 40, teacher, :*ew Mexico.
La fteea«*Refttfgie 0 terra, female, 28, keeping school, Texas,
Illiterate*
La HHillt»»F«dro Telle*, male 30, teacher, Mexico
La M ^ i U l i k « S e r U P W Aleyanden* male, 48, teacher, France*
Lae Graces** rlaguea Barela, male, 33, teacher, New Mexico.^
Thesr names listed la *Schedule 1” are not in accord
with ^Schedule 5” which calls for five stale teachers.
There was no mention of the kind of "school” the illit*
t*rate lady at La Kesa "kept”.

Ho occupation was listed

for most of the children la this tabulation, hut a few
were given as apprentice, goat herder, house &aid, etc*
$any of those listed m

students probably were tutored

at home, and some were sent away to school*
Considering the discrepancies in

Cronin*e tab*

ulstlone, we may surmise that the five public common
schools were located at La Mesa, Cha®oerino, Las Cruces,
and two at Hostile*
8CSSGOL LAWS, 1870*1064

the School Law of 1872 w&a the first effective school
legislation passed in New Mexico and proved to be a
stimulus for establishing public schools throughout the

^ Ibla^* Schedule 1 *
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territory*

The lair appropriated 25* of the property

tax for school purposes, levied a poll tax, and pro
vided that all surplus of ©ore than .*500 in the county
fund was to be turned over to the school fund#

lThere

nrver was a surplus in fona fcna County *)

A previous law had established school districts
coexistent with voting precincts and made the justice
of the peace in each precinct director, or superinten
dent, and the probate Judge county superintendent.
The new law abolished local school districts and pro
vided for a county board of four members, including
the probate Judge who should be president of the board*
Members of this board, tne school com miss io nr re, were
elected at the general election, and they had complete
management of public schools in their county*

They

were required to publish annually a complete report of
school funds, together with the number of schools and
the number of scholars attending •
whs

School attendance

not compulsory5 qualifications of teachers, sub

jects to oe taught, and all other details of administra
tion were responsibilities of the commissioner®#*^

^Charles llkanah ifo&gln,
PP* S9-30.

ay» r9f Pew
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Each subsequent session of the legislature consider*
rd school legislation, but no important changes were
w i t until 1884*

Turing this time, an ineffectual

compulsory clause was added, the board was required
to make a report to territorial officials, and the
probate Judge was replaced by the chairman of the
board of county commissioners as ex-officio president
of the school board,1*
An act of 1882 permitted, the cl tisane of one or
*0re precincts to establish separate school districts
In which a board of three trustees should have control
and aan&gexs^nt of t sir schools.

Trustees of independ

ent districts were required to a&tee an annual report
to the county school board**'

OFFICIAL REPORTS OF DOHA AHA COUHTY SCHOOL ilBtKJt
In 1873 Territorial Secretary W* C* Hitch sent
circular letters to school official© in each county
asking for a report on the schools*

Host of the

counties, including Dona Ana, responded*

Unfortunate

ly, those county reports are not available, and Hr#

ilthoaa* J. t o f l d d Jr., She, ^Sirelopyat, 91 ..fete
the last it**® was taken from Albert J * Fountain,
Report' of pons Ana County 1882, p* 32. the change was
erfeotsowhen the Board of Bounty commissioners was
crested -by legislative-act in 1 8 ? 6 * ................
ISH&jrielA,i M , . e U .

_ _ _ _ _ _
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Bitch*a report to the United States Cotmla*loner of
Education wa® for the territorial unit*

the report

Indicated groat progress la public education, and
was optimistic for the co tinuiog growth of the
school system la the territory*

Two statements are

pertinent to this history?
la Dona Htw and ersnt counties the
supervisors of public schools donate
their per diem allowed by law to the
school fund*
There are taught In all the schools
fl64 in the territory reading, writing
end arithmetic, grammar In 41, geography
in 34 and history In IT* 4 few also
teach other of the higher branches#15
The next year Mr# Hitch’s report contained stallstics
from moat of the counties*

Dona tna County had 3 public

schools with 5 male teachers and an enrollment of 226
pupils#

One school was English ■nd four, Spanish#

The school fund amounted to 11476*36, and the teachers’
average monthly wage was $25*86#

The average number

of months taught was given as 11*6*

One school house

valued at 1500 was owned; none was rented#

^United States Bureau of Education,
^omalaalotHT of Education. 1873,
v:

Thrre were

—
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—
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two private school®-- one English* one Spanish—

with

4 teachers and 45 scholars* which enjoyed 10 months
terms,

there was one school of secondary education

conducted by the Sisters of Lor otto—
oupils* i cocif 1X500.

3 teachers* 20

Pablo Melendrea, ?*e«ill&* was

listed County Superintendent
There is no way to locate certainly the five public
schools*

A comparison of earlier and later records*

together with Information supplied by older citizens
of the county* shows that La &a«illa* Lae Cruces* Dona
Ana* La Mess* and Chamfeerino were likely locations.
The English school would have been at Las Cruces.
The one school house was In Las Cruces.
The average term of 11*6 months Is correct by the
other figure® given but Is hardly credible.

It is

probable that the given school fund Included toe usual
portion of uncollected school tax and* perhaps* the
per diem of the school commissioners*
One of the private schools mentioned was evidently
the elementary school in the Academy of the Visitation*
which had three teacher® and accepted, both boys end
girls.

The secondary section of the

a s adsay

was for*

**Ibld«» 1874* "Special Report of Hon. ’
*♦ 0. Bitch*
secretary of the Territory end Acting Superintendent
of Public Instruction* pp. 491-499*

28

girls onlyi the nearest secondary school for boys w-is
In Santa Fe,
'this report further states:
At Lae Cruces . • ♦ buildings are erected ^
j&nd nearly eo»oXetrd for tho seooffimod&tlon of
St# Joseph’s College to be opened In the Spring.
There are no other records of L t • Joseph’s College
in Las Cruces
The report fro® Pons Ana County for the ye&r 13?8
Is incomplete but# at that, show© improvement in the
number of schools** 7 public schools for boys and girls
with 7 teachers, all male.

School funds amounted to

$1398.29, of which 11500 was used for teachers* wage®
and s8l for per die®, of the commiss loners.

There was

still only one public school building, valued at ^SOO.
The Visitation Convent had enrolled ?Q girls for &
tea months* term,

fhsre were 3 teachers.

amounted to #2000, value of property |5000.

Tuition
Seventy

girls studied reading, sixty writing, thirty-two
arithmetic, thirty

f

aglish, and forty Spanish.

The Convent rIso kept a public school for girl®
and received public school money.

Evidently the public

school data were not included la that given for the
70 girls above, but such was not explicitly stated*

495.
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Thera was a Hfethodlat Episcopal mission school In
Lea Crucest which hud recently opened*

(This was

probably not the other private school mentioned in
the report the previous year*)

It accommodated both

boys and girls* we* free to the poor* and employed one
teacher.^
The report for 1676 is very brief* stating that
there were veiy few change# in the various counties
since the last year*

corrections and additions given

for Pons Ana County are as follows*
Three private Ingllsh schools* 5 teachers* IpQ
pupils* 10 months' tana.
Spanish* 1 English—

fen public schools—

9

average daily attendance per te

teacher 30* wages £10 to

per month* 6 months*

term in the primary branches
This* the report for 18 76 * was the last from
secretary of the territory fitch.
of

The Cornsis sioner

duostlsn# In each report from 1077 to 1&83* lament*

ed the fact that there were no reports from ttm Mexico*
end the Territory fell lower sod lower in his esteem*
He gave the 1680 Census report as it applied to educa
tion for the territory as a whole* and; it was not favor*

*&lbid*„ 18?5* "Education in flew Mexico" op. 503*

506 7
*

*

171 S M s 1876 "stew Mexico" p« 456*

_

_
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able, compared with the territorial report for 1875,1 -i
W ^ f t W X C A L SUSBURTt 18?Q.00
the few entries preserved fro® the School OosenlsBlon*® minutes and the newspapers during these years
show that Dona Ana County held up better than the
territory as & whole in educational progress*

These

reports and records help to picture a school system
in its beginning and a growing sentiment in favor of
public education,^
The population of Dona A m County in 1870 was 5864;
in 1S80 it was 7612.*
20
9
1

In 1870 there were six schools;

la 1874, seven; In 1876, thirteen*

Before i860 sense

of these dropped out, out others were added.

School

attendance increased with the number of schools,
In this decade was more than twice as fast as the
increase in population and several times as fast as
the increase in taxable wealth*

ATTITUDES—

IXUtPLES

During the session of the Legislature, 1875-76,

*eIfrld«* 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880, 1381, 1682-83*
19S*e SCHOOL 80AHD

U IRUTES,

page 32 and

KAWLt SifdSfttmi sacouns OF SCHOOL A V T k X M ,

page 3

20United State# Department of the Interior, Census Office
. Eleventh Census, assort of Pogulatl.aa»- ?-»rt-l, Table-4* • ■ •

1
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Senator Armijo, Bonn «\r*a County, introduced "A Bill
for the Setter Organisation «&d Promotion of the
Public School©'* which represen tod the idea© of the
leading educator® of the country*

It was a good bill,

considering conditions then and now, comparable with
the befit school legislation of to-day*

It provided

for non-sectarian schools, and that clause prohibiting
religious domination of any public school precipitated
A great controversy of territorial extent*

the bill

was defeated, but the religious controversy continu
ed until in the eighties to prevent constructive school
legislation and to hamper the normal development of the
school system started in 18?2*

San Miguel County puplic

schools were discontinued during this period on account
of the friction*

State evils were undoubtedly felt In

this county; but nevertheless, the school system con
tinued to develop.21
An editorial from one of the Mssilla newspapers
(1877) so well earn® up th® situation that it is given
tn full.2*
Many Important matters will be presented
for the consideration of our next legislative
assembly, it will be called upon to complete

2 ‘Mayfield, oi3. clt.. PP. 53-55.
g21'he i’Qtiilla ’/alloy

Sovesber 3, 1877.
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the revision of th© la**©; to establish a
penitentiary5 to repeal obnoxious and oppressive
tax laws* to assist railroad corporations} be
sides the usual multitude of schemes that re
quire special legislation. *
But there is another subject* and one of par
amount importance* that should engage the atten
tion of the legislature} It is the enactment of
& law that will give us a public school system,
while we have at‘present nothing worthy to be
called a aystern, yet we have made a peginning
in regard to this matter of public education,
the operation of the law regarding public schools*
now in force* has accomplished something* it has
demonstrated this much at least* that puolim
schools can be maintained in this territory* and
that the people desire them#
MotwlthstaSdiing the defects of the present
law* and the reprehensible manner in which it
has been operated in some localities* it has h d
the good effect of attracting the public ©ind to
the subject and creating the desire for something
better* So fswr as our observation extends* this
desire is universal with the mass of the people.
They desire a system that shall give us public
schools not only in theory* but in fact; and
they are willing to pay for them. We know that
many obstacles will be encountered in perfecting
a law that will give general satisfaction} out
we have cufflcient confidence In the inteillgciK;©
of the coming legislature to believe that it will
not adjourn until It has given us a non-sectarian
school law under whose operation the youth of
this Territory can acquire tne rudiments of a
cosaoa Fnglish education.

SCHOOL BOAH.v KlSUfH^
the Historical Society of Sew Mexico has preserved
in the Coronado Library one of the early record books
of the school Commissioners#

The first entry in the

book is written in Spanish and records a meeting held
in Bosnia* January 10* 18?6.
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The entire commission was present*- Pablo Meieadres,
(Probate Judge) presidentj Thomas J • Bull* Evangelisto
Chaves, and Jacinto Alvarado, members •
The following quotations (translated) are interest*
lngi
The public schools of Kesllla, La Mesa,
Chamberino and Dons Ana are suspended from
January 1 to February 1, 1876*

• . . Mbits— shall ii psttsM la all
districts except Ho* 5 £l — CruceeJ solicit
ing preceptors* Capable men shall present
themselves before the board for examination*
Apparently the commissioners had skipped the fall
meeting, and several communities had opened school
without the authority of the board*

Heaeons for

closing the schools were not given, but the budget
(below) and the list of teachers certified at the
next meeting (next page) indicate that 'competent
preceptors" had not been employ d in these unofficial
schools *
The County had been divided conveniently Into ten
districts, and funds were apportioned for the fiscal
year, October 30, l87>*76, according to the number of
pupils in each district*

—

—
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District Ho. 1. Colorado and Santa ‘
Barbara

#187*50

2* Dona Ana

187*30

3. Pioach©

75*00

4* Mesllla

375*00

3* L&s Cruces and Tortuga®

375*00

6* Tul&rosa and la Lua

225*00

7* Santo Toaaa
8* La Mesa and to®

75*00
hulos

262*50

9. Chamberino and Kombre de Dios 187*50
10* Aaolee

75*00
i 2 0 2 5 .0 0

Another meeting was held the earn© month* January 24,
and preceptors were examined and appointed, a© follows«
{Unfortunately, details of the examination were not
recorded in the minutes*)
Start February lets Silveetre Garcia, Dona An*# #20
per month; Juan Apod&ca, Meaill* $40;

'remetseo Cineleas,

La Mesa and Chulos, #30;

vanrieto Salcido, Pleach©, #20*
23
Start June 15tht "meterto Prado, tularoea, #20*
Later records Indicate that a ^School Association*

had been organised in Lae Cruces in the early severities*
This association had provided the school butiding men
tioned in th© United States commissioner of Education’s

25Hi.torloal Society of S o * M.xioo, ^rofalTe. of Stftto.
h na County.
PP« G >•
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report, and was allowed to use the apportioned funds and
manage the school for the district,
there are no further records of actions of this hoard.
A new hoard was elected at the general election and
recorded Its first nesting In the same booh*

the minutes

OA
are of considerable interest and are given below in full,*
January 8th 18?7—
the School Comissloners having been elected
at the last general election for beets Ana County
and appearing » • *25 having, taken their oath of
office at a former day , • « Commissioners were
Installed as follows,
Charles Los insky President of the Board of
County Commissioners and sc Officio chairman
of the School Corns*las loners - - Kcvis Trujillo
and J&sinto Alvarado School Commissioners-- * . *
william *f» Jones was elected clerk of said
Board* 6
the Board then proceeded to District the
County of Bona Ana,
District no* *1* shall consist of Precincts
Bo, a and 12 with the School at 1'ona Ana*
Sllvestrs Garcia as teacher thereof with a salary
of twentygfive dollars per month*
• * • “*

**Xfrl&» op* 9-11*
One leaf, pp« >-5, Is missing from this book, and pp«
are blank,
25fhis record is somewhat damaged and parts ard
illegible*
Jones was probate, or county, cl^rk* the
other school commissioner, Gregorio Miranda, was evident
ly absent from this meeting*
2?*he eight school districts are defined in the same
style* this information is reduced to tabular fora and
given on the next page (T&SUfc II) together with location
of ■precincts*...................
.........

-

•

i
-

TABLE IT. m m

C O Q H R SCHOOL

sttmiov** j&m&m s, is nr
Dis Ereoinct and
trict
Location

Location of
School

Teacher

MO.
Sal

I

a
12

Dona ina
Picscho

Dona 4ns

3 lives tr©
aarcla

125

a

3
6

Las Cruces
Tortugas

Las Cruces

Martin
Valdez;

40

3

4-5 Hesilla

4

9

5

Kesilla

15

Santo Tomas
Los Chulos
(San Miguel)

8

La Mesa

teuton
Eosoneranzi 45
20
*•• is60
Armijo

30

Ch&mberino

Juan Apodaca

25

La Mesa

6

11
7

7

16 Colorado
17 Santa Barbara

Colorado

Miguel Hierro* 20

S

10 Tulaross
14 La Lus

La Lu e

Antonio Baca

2&

Chamberino
La Union

20

Hot© that the county has not been r< districted
since that seating* Change® of nustbers** for example,
Eesilla originally district Ho. 3, later District Ho*
12mm, and additional districts are mentioned la this
history in the proper order.
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And that a notice be given to each teacher
of his appointment and that they appear before
the school commission on the last Saturday of
January A# P* 1077 and stand a public -xa^iina
tion as to their qualifications as such*
that the clerk be instructed to have fifty
vouchers printed— And no voucher b* paid
unless Countersigned by the Clerk*
that two dollars six! fifty cents be allowed
George w* Maxwell* County Treasurer, for a book
to keep school affairs in,
the following gentlemen be and are hereby
appointed Examining Committee in conjunction
with the School Commission to wit John B#
Sarac&stle, Fable HeleatfTMi and Manual £•
Flores and they srs respectfully invited to
attend such Examination*
there being no further business for today
the Board adjourned until the last Saturday of
January 1877 at two o *clock P* ft*
CHARLES L?SIH3XY
^resident
Evidently the minutes Just quoted were copied into
the new book purchased by Hr* Maxwell, and it was used
thereafter*
is available*

Only one leaf, pp* 3-4, of the new book
this leaf, together with another leaf

from the record book used in 1&0O, is in Billy the EIA
■tuseua and contains the last part of the copied minutes,
minutes of the meeting held January 27, 1877* and the
undated record of m o t h e r acting*
Three commissioners were present at the January
meeting#

They examined m d reappointed teachers for

©cilia, Dona Ana, :mnto Tomas, La Mesa, and

haaberino*

Newspapers show that Lae Oruces also had a school
teacher that year, but Colorado and La Lus probably

38

did n o i*
The undated minutee when compared with newspaper
accounts seem to he for a meeting held In October
1 8 7 7 . the commissioners agreed to examine and
appoint teachers at their next meeting and pro
portioned the approximate |1500 on hand a© follows?
Santo fossa®

75

Colorado

#200

fona Ana

200

La Mesa

100

Las Cruces

330

Chamberino

130

MssIlia

350

La Lu»

130

i

f first *minutes” booh was used to keep
of the vouchors issued during the year 1877-T8#

the

record seems to be complete* it is given herewith# in
brieft?®
W* T. Jones

clerk

?sov* m April

# 60*

6 mo.

La Kesilla

teacher

Dec* *» April

330.

3 mo.

Martin Valdes*
Las Cruces

teacher

:IOV• -

342.66 &i mo

July

Slivestre Oaroia#
Bona ina
teacher

Kov* as June

200.

8 mo.

Juan Apo&aca#
ChamberIno

$ov. SS April

130,

6 sso.

e

teacher

mvt mmfrkvm accounts of

school affairs* p
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^Historical society of Row Mexico 0 0 # clt*. several
non-consecutive pages In the back of the boos are used*
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Ellano Armijo,
La Sfesa

teacher Pec* - March

100#

4 mo*

Joaquin Sslas&r,
bant© Tomas teacher Pec* • -eb*

75#

3 ao*

Colorado

ISO#

8 ao*

ISO#

6 ao*

teacher Pec* - July

Saeterio Prado,
La Lus
teacher March - Sept*

According to the "Independent"f b* H* Newsan was
the teacher at Masilia*

three vouchers were listed

for Colorado at Irregular dates which might Indicate
that three different teachers were employed for that
school*

several of the teachers drew their salaries

for the year on on© voucher*
EAHLt RnfBFAFBR ACCOUNTS OP SCHOOL AFFAIRS
Mrs. rilsabeth

ouat&ln A m e n d aria has several

copies and fragments fro® Vol* I, 187? - 1878, of
.VaU*y. ,Independent which gives some
Information concerning the status of schools In the
county at that titre*^1
An advertisement October 27, 1877, by "William T*

published every
3atuf e -y s a t . ^ 3 :
tag Company • English
and Spanish* A* J* fountain, John 8* crouch, and fbeans
Cased, editors* This publication existed for about
three years*
The 2tealll& ^ f ^ t also, was being published at
this time; and it carried most of the County advertise
ing* unfortunately no pertinent copies of it are available*

—
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Jones,

.sq,, orobate clerk and ex-officio clerk of the

Board of Cowls*loners of Dona Ana County”, give* notice
that a meeting of the Soard of school Commissioners
will be held in his office Noveaber 5th,
* » * and that all applicant© for positions
&© teachers of public schools are requested
to present themselves before the board at that
time for examination as to competency, etc#
On another page of the same issue, the editor
criticises the school board for their mismanagement
of the schools.

He quotes a rumor to the effect that

some teacher® employed in the county can not evoa
write their names*
November 24, 1877# a ’Report of Grand Jury” shows;
bounty Mtmd** Debt of County
School Fund** Amount received
by treasurer
.Paid as per vouchers
Uncollected School tax

11366,41
1482,53
110,00
174*36

'December 1, this advertisement appears i
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned
has been appointed Teacher of the Public School
of this town, and that sail school will open on
Monday, December 3rd, at the house of Don Crle*
tobal 4acarats on Main street*
£• ft, NBWKAM
h*esaber 22, &©ong the news items;
It is a pity that every precinct in the
county is not as fortunate as Hosilla in
securing the services of a first class
teacher for it© public school, Mr, Newman
is progressing admirably with the children
under his charge, and the only regret is
that the appropriations will be exhausted

—
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May 1st? and unless the school la maintained
toy private subscription after that time h# will
toe ccKspclled to close It* Hie service® should
be secured permanently* w© are informed that
thirty-one scholars have thus far been enrolled,
and after the holiday® it la thought at least
twenty more will enter*
Me®111a was fortunate that year*

For Its approxi

mately 1300 people it had two schools# and the highest
paid teacher In the county*

Perhaps these were the only

Inglish schools In the county*

The other school# &t*

James* Mission# was advertised in each issue of "The
Independent"•
An item on January 5# 18?S is of some interestj
lit* James' mission School has a holiday
extending from the 24th to the 2m5* and the
Public School Monday and Tuesday of both
hrlstmas and Sew Years week*
December 29# 1877# "Alphabet" of Las Cruces in a
long letter comments upon ^©silla'o good fortune in
having a satisfactory teacher#

He laments the absence

of school houses and the dearth of competent teacher®
rind the fact that saost parent® in the territory must
•end their children away to school, or else, at
greater expense# employ private teachers#
fie states that during the last year Las Cruses
employed a good teacher with subscriptions# and
cynically adds*
* « * which with the addition ef the moiety
doled out by the county aggregated a toler*
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ably fair aalary ♦ « • Why they did not eo
this year I will not discuss*
He suggests a plan fch&i Las Cruces and ueallla
together raise #1500 to ‘‘build and furnish a good
sohodl houa© half way between the two towns’*.

urther

subscription*, paid In advance, together with the
county appropriations, should be used to pay one good
teacher ten months of the ye^ur*

two other plane are suggested*
1♦ That County Commissioners levy an additional
tax on the two towns to build and maintain schools*
2* That citizens petition the legislature to
make appropriations for schools in ©a ch county*
The sum appropriated for such purpose should be
matched by the benefitting county*
January 3th, '’Simon* of tteelll* gives a long
answer*

He indorses “Alphabet*sw plan to build a

school house for the two towns toy means of private
subscriptions*

He is against any increase in taxes,

for the Legislature, h© says has been very extravagant,
and he thinks it useless to appeal to the Territory
for any such assistance*

Two quotations from hie

letter are interesting, and Indicate the nature of
his discussion*
More Interest areas Heretofore to have
been taken in schools toy our sister town than
here in Heaills•

—
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In Arizona, In a decade and a half, much
©ora has boon dona than in this territory
for educating the young*
Editor tale, Jamary 12 and 19, discussing the weakntsB and apnrant lack of growth of the school system,
contains the following pertinent thoUi?htst
We are not wedded to any particular plan,
but are in earnest in demanding that some
improvement be made upon the present system,
we want a good school in every precinct if
possible* ‘if not then ms many as possible*
And we are not in favor of paying out the
people's money to teachers who can not teach
* • ♦
ICeep the ball rolling and do not let our
schools fail for lack of enterprise in those
most interested * • •
How gentlemen of the legislature give us a
decent public school law end don’t forget to
insert a clause prohibiting the employment as
teachers of persons who sign their pay
vouchers "his X mark"*

A comparative study of the history of the county
shows that, in general, legislative provisions have
kept ahead of public desires for schools*

Only a few

ottitans in the early days, not always including
school officials, had Interest enough to establish
the school system and to keep it going*

The editor

of "The Independent" and others in the county seemed
not to realise how Impossible it was to provide eight
or ten public schools manned by efficient teachers

—
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from a total school budget of *1300 or ^2000 per year,
and they certainly had no idea how many good teacher®
were required for a given number of pupil®*

Moat of

the citizen®, however, took no interest in the school®,
felt no need for them, and objected to paying anything
for their support*
Residents in the territory competent to teach were
in demand for better paying position©*

for many year®

the religion® schools were the best In the county, and
their teachers were missionaries paid from outside funds*
Nr* U s m a n taught the public school in Mss ilia for two
or three years, supplementing his income from the oounty by private subscriptions and Other hinds of work*
Then he left school work to devote his full time to
more profitable business*

Records of other public

school teachers in the county who gave satisfaction
were similar*

Perhaps no public school teacher gave

full time to his school during this period*
A limited investigation indicates that factors
otiler than religion were chiefly responsible for the
backwardness of public education in New Mexico*

The

people were predominately Catholic and their traditions
held that the Church should administer to educational
need®, which belonged only to the upper class*

never

theless, many of our early educator® and public school

—

—
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supporters were Catholic® fed

or

the same tradition#,

and many of oar Protestants were indifferent to public
education*

Settler© who came to Hew Mexico during the

last half of the century were generally more enterprising and a higher type than the natives*

Perhaps

for this reason, rather than that they held to a differ
ent relieion, they took the lead in promoting public
schools.

ct * james* nxmion

school

Among the "Local Items" of "The Independent"

September 29. 18?7j
Mr* Oeorge li* Bowman arrived from the
fast on tfoa&sy11 coach* This gemtlsmaai
will take charge of the St* James Mission
school at this place.
Thf same edition carries this advertisements
3T* JMIS fttmtm SCHOOL.
Mesilla, New Mexico
"Pro Bono Publico"
The Second Term of this school will
commence on Monday, 3ept* 17th 1677* «t
the Mission house In Mss Ilia*
Children will be received on easy irrma.
Every effort will be made to give pupils
the highest possible degree of education,
both mental end moral*
The school will be under the Immediate
control of George B* Bowman, Principal, with
whom parents desiring to send their children
are invited to communicate*
This school continued for about two years after Jtr*
Bowman took charge.

It was the first Protestant church

—
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and mission In the county.

The record of its found

ing and early progress is more complete than that of
some of the other churches and mission schools In ta©
county, but is typical*
In the fall of 1875# the Hey. Henry Forrester, act
ing bishop in the Jurisdiction of Hmt Mexico and
Arizona, made a tour to all the principal settlements
in southern Sew Mexico.

A large house was obtained

for the church at Heeilla^ and paid for by the 'Her*
Dr. James Saul of Philadelphia,

In the spring of 18?7

the chapel was furnished and placed under the car© of
George P* Bowman# lay reader*^
At this time schools were established at Santa Fe
and Meal 11a*

Both were abandoned when the Episcopalians

combined with the Congregationallets to found a system
of Academies in the t e r r i t o r y T h e school in Me©ilia
closed In 1879•
Later news accounts show that church services and

3$fhie building, now houses the Socidad
of iiesllla.

utu *li«tas

^George S>. Bowman was Register of the 0# S* L^nd
Office. George R. Bowman, principal of St. James
Mission School# became clerk of the Third Judicial
District dourt in 1879# about the time the school
closed.
^Anderson* oo» clt.* Vol. I, op. 48?-t88.
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Sunday school continued regularly In Mesllla under
the leadership ©f the aowm&m until st» James Church
was established in Mesilla ?&rk«
PUBLIC SCHOOLS, i860
the second leaf, in Billy the ftid Museum from the
school commissioners* booh contains the complete
minutes of a meeting held April 1, 1860 and an im
portant part of the proceedings of the next meeting,
June 7th#
Prose X at both meetings were Guadalupe iUearate,
President| Jacinto

rmljo and Leandro Garcia, Comsaia-

eloners* and H* F« Stephenson, Clerk#
School districts had no legal status, but were
defined without definite boundaries for convenience
in referring to schools and in apportioning the funds#
Accordingly, this board First defined the districts
making some changes la the arrangement of 1877
Since no information concerning the school system
is available for the year 1879, reasons for the changes
are only conjectural*

San Miguel was placed in the

district with La Mesa instead of with Santo Tomas,
possibly because of a change in the river#

Colorado

(Hodey) very likely had no school the year before, and

553e# TAB1.K

lit.

Ml*. fflBWWr.

.

-aril k, 18 jO.

and g a i t xi. DUMA AKA COUMfY SCHOOL etOTaiGTS* January

8, 1877.

m

both Colorado and Santo Barbara asked the now board
for one,

Hillsboro was the now mining town*

the Board favorably cons id fired a petition from
“the leading taxpayer® of District Ho* 2 %

and the

,2 0*00 apportioned to that district was turned oarer
to the Lao Cruces School Association*
It would be interesting to know why the school
funds were ?400 less in 1880 than in 1$T7*
there was no regular time for the school term*
The session of each school depended upon the availability of a iracher* the amount of school funds* and
somet imes* a meeting of the 'commitsloners * who did
not always meet as often as required by law*
It was not the custom in this county for the school
board to provide a room, or school building* nor to
furnish equipment! and there were no specified re
quirements as to subject matter taught nor to teacher
qualifications *

Seoh school was a problem unto itself

Burma m mnar in umitxA
Through the Influence of rather Augustine Morin*
the sisters of Mercy established a convent at Mvsllla
in 1880*

the Mellila civil Oniony ©rant officials

set aside a plot of land for the consent site (the
present public school playground), and the community

v m u

m

# DOHA AHA COOSTV SCHOOLS,
APRIL 1, I86056

Pis- Precincts
trlet

Appropri. Teacher
ation

MO »
Sal
#20

1

2 Dona ana
12 Plcacho

2

3
6

La® Crucee
Tortuga* and
Boaenie Seco

250

{turned over to La*
Crusoe School A**n« )

3

4 and 5 He*111%

250

Juan Apod&oa

28

4

9 Santo Tosaae

50

David Salasar

15

5

8 Ia*. Me**
15 $%n Higguel

75

Preclllano Moreno

28

5.

7 La Union
11 ChamberIno

100

Maximo va*taneda

23

10 Tulare**
14 La Ui%

100

(no teacher)

8

16 Colorado

100

(no teacher)

9

17 Santa Barbara

50

(no teacher)

10

18 Hillsboro

T

1100

100

P&nfllo Gontale*

hdward t« Furman

8 l**f from th« C & g g j _
in Billy the £id Mtsseuau (r>*e page 37)

50
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erected a suitable building*
At first only girl* were admitted to the convent;
then a day school was opened for girls only, since
Father Morin objected to co-education; and later,
after father Morin left, to meet public demands, the
day school was opened to boys also#

this school did

not supplant nor even detract from the public school,
which, like all the others in the county, was not
maintained for regular terms*

The Sisters conducted

a very efficient ten-monthe-tercs school for elementary
and grammar grades«

Sometime later in the decade, the

Sisters were employed to teach the public school, which
they did, holding school in the convent building until
the public school house was erected in 1910#

they

remained as teachers in the public school until the
spring of 1914, when they closed the convent and remov
ed to the convent and hospital at Sliver City#*^

m aWAFEH ACOOUSTS, 1881-1804
Newspapers of this period were violently partisan#

-^Mre# Armendarls has a clipping from La £strolls
June 1, 1914 which gives an abbreviated history or "
the Sisters* convent &nd school in Meal11a# Other
details in this record were supplied by various
persons in Kesilla who attended that school*
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Local news was colored and to a great extent selected
according to the friendship and politics of the editor*
Several newspaper® were established and were publish
ed for various periods during the eighties*

the Hjp

Grinds Republican* which started May 21, 1631, was the
only paper in the county that endured through the
decade, and is the only one preserved in an available
file,58
L&st century schools were of relatively small im
portance in public opinion, and even during the last
few years it would be difficult to draw a picture of
educational progress from newspaper accounts*

never

theless, the aio Grands Republican yields more infor
mation concerning education in the County during the
eighties than any other source, and fro® it most of
the following material le assembled*
During Jun^, 1661, T* J. Cockrell, a former teacher
in fcfesills, taught Spanish to the Las Cruces town folk,
a* H* Newman, soother tarmor Mosilla teacher, was
publishing a newspaper *

Tin public school was In

good condition, housed in an **excel lent** building,
and. had 37 scholars regularly enrolled*

The Mexican

^aittJaPKrt*.R*p*ftUgao. hne ruoe# on file In th*
library of Mew Mexico College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts*

32

Method let Episcopal Church, Just north of town, was
almost completedj the mission school, opened in 1673#
was being revived by & new missionary*

4m editorial

announced her presence as followst
SUsa Emma Hilton# an agent of the
Method1st Episcopal Home Mission Bureau
has taken up her permanent abode in La•
Cruces and Will devote her entire time
to the work of evangelising the heathen.
She has a broad field# crude and un
developed by her process# and it will be
strange if she doesn’t accomplish much#
That fall (1681) Las Cruces had a public school#
taught by J, R* Sleece# which continued for eight
months}

Ers.

4. E* Hilton conducted a private

school for which the tuition was 42*50 per month;
Miss Geek’s private school offered instruction for
12*00 per month; and the Academy of Visitation#
with six teachers# offered a diversified curriculum
including secondary subjects for a ten months’ tera*
Me®ilia had a public school of little importance
and apparently of short duration; and the Academy
for girls# presided over by Father Morin and six
Sisters of B-Tercy#

had enrolled 110 girls and

Instructed them in English language and the usual
elementary subjects,

/
. ^^The Rio Grenade Republican refer res to the
sisters In'f>~e 'iJrucfelTand ’’W$iXla variously a®
Sisters of Loretto# Charity# and Mercy* ............
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County school finance® were about the sane as for
the year before#

k report of the grand Jury, September

24, 1681 shows:
t
Tot^l debt of county
For collect ion, school tax
1881

$2164*43
174?#48

In the soring of 1685 the county seat was s a m d fro®
Manilla, to las Cruces»

County offices were lodged la

the school building, which haying a rated capacity of
two hundred students had plenty of room*
During, the summer (1832), the ladies of Las Cruces
w*?re active in behalf of the School Association, and
their fair raised #1200 for the benefit of the public
school*

Under conditions then existing such an ftstsoola-

tlon was essential to building a public school system*
(the School Association of Silver £lty had started a
good school system in the early seventies, soon after
the town was located*^)
the school commissioners aet in June, 1682, to pay
past accounts and to apportion funds for the current
year*

Though the law did not require it, it was the

policy to apportion the funds to the various school
districts according to the number of children*

Funds

not used in any district were returned to the general

K*

weAfasg ^ y >
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« $ • ........................................................................................
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fund for reimportio m m b , or diverted to other dis
tricts that did use them*
Another policy was that of throwing the ourdea
of establishing schools and solooting teachers upon .
the communityt although there was no one in the com-*
munity charged with such responsibilities and duties*
Apathetic communities simply had no schools* leaving*
their share of school funds to those towns in which
someone showed initiative and volunteered his ser
vices.

with this policy, considering the prevailing

illiteracy, the isolation of small communities, and
the general scarcity of teachers, there is little
wonder that the number of schools in the county de
creased,
Early la the term of 1S81-L2, the teacher at
Mesilla quit and closed the school—

for lack of stu

dents according to a Las Graces booster,

the balance

of the funds was turned to Uss Cruces and used to
prolong the term of that school,

liesill a, protesting

the action of the county board, took advantage of the
new lavrA t© form an independent district,

the change

was good, for Me*Ilia had satisfactory and nearly fulltern schools for th* next several years.

^ S e e "act of 166211 page 25.
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Hillsboro, located about 1078, ^ u U t a school house
In the summer of 1882, and, without the formality of
establishing an independent district* conducted its
own school affair© as long as It was In Dona Ana
County•
About the same time Lake Valley* too now to hare a
definite name and called Sierra

ity, Daly, etc#, was

attached to Hillsboro as a voting precinct and also
as a school district*

Before th© fall ©lection, how

ever, Lake Valley was declared a voting precinct (No*
20}, and in January, 1883, it was an independent
school district*

School opened the same month in a
42
now school house with Miss Hassell as teacher#
Klnoon (Post Office, Thorns), the new railroad
town, furnished a school r o o ® ^ and employed Mrs*
Booth, a doctor's wife, as teacher in January, 1083.
Bhe taught without pay until th® school hoard met*

Establishing an independent school district de
pended uoon the action of the County Commissioners*
The president of the new board (January, 1683), Dr*
Smith, was a resident of Lake Valley*
The School Commission*re did not meet between
September* 1882, and May, 1883*
^3fhe Rincon correspondent to the Rio cr-mde Re
public aa was very proud of the excellent school room
in the Voudenthal Building* Mr. Lee ilicit of
Oerfleld, who cnae to Kincon Ift 1886, said it was a
large room, poorly equipped, in a very old Jaeal
which had escaped the flood of 1QS4,

1

j6

nr* Booth located In Lao Cruces that eurasier, m &
Rincon was left without a teacher for the next year.
Incidentally, Rincon was designated as School Dis
trict Ho* 3.

this number was released by Mssills

when it withdrew fro® the county system*
Lao Cruces did not do well with schools in 168283.

Mr. Slceoe, the public school teacher, went

back to Usoouri during the summer for his family,
household goods, livestock, etc.

the ochool await

ed his return until the middle of October, when he
arrived with all his possessions, including fifteen
head of blooded cattle*

He had forsaken the ochool,

however, and moved out to his ranee.

Mr# Christo who

employed then, and school opened the first of November.
In January he had enrolled sixty-five students and
was asking for an assistant.

It was necessary to buy

new books, which he obtained from a tr v»ling book
store* (The new© article does not state who paid for
the books.)

The first of April the school was forced

to close after having run on credit for three months*
This year there was no mention of Miss Gteefc** pri
vate school.

Mrs* Hilton had left L-tis Cruces for her

health soae months before, and ftlas Hilton bad left
h^r work of *evangelising the heathen** •

Mrs. Mary

v^ymour, however, opened a non-religious school for
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Mexicans In the north-of*town section*
In English and Spanish*

She taught

Mrs* Seymour aimed for the

school to bo self*supportIng* but in December, at
the end of the first month* with only 15 to 20
pupils attending* the revenue was small*

Ahe

collected 134.75 from thirty business men to buy &
stove >ttd repair the school rooa*
Hrs* Seymour in the next few months was very
active in establishing the Presbyterian Church, end
was the chief collector of funds for that purpose*
the Visitation Academy as usual had a full ten
months’ term*

According to advertisements*

the course of instruction comprises*
Orthography* Reading* Penmanship, Practical
and Intellectual Arithmetic* Algebra* Modern
and Ancient Geography* Grammar* Composition,
Rhetoric* Sacred and Profane History* the use
of Globes* Astronomy* Mythology, Botany*
Intellectual and natural Philosophy* Anatony*
Chemistry, Music on the Flans* Harmonium,
and Guitar, Vosal Music, brewing'and Faint*
ing* FIain and Ornamental Ssodle Work*
fa90stry* Embroidery* Hair and taco Work*
isx and rt Flowers*
tuition for day students ranged fro®

to *5 per

month* and #100 per year for boarders* with extra
fees for special classes.
celved gratis*

Poor children were re-*

There were six teacher# besides

Sister M* Praxidee, Superioress*
The new school board finally met, May 5 * 18B5.
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Tti^y paid all bills, amounting to |?$5, and r««elfe4
reports fros teachers of Las Cruces, La Union, mod
Hillsboro*

It may be supposed that other schools

opened in the fall closed at the end of the year,
1882, when the partial approprlatl ns were exhausted*
fh© bills paid would Include ih# balance of salary
for the three teachers mentioned and the salary of
teachers who began their work in January*

The custom

in this county was to pay only teachers’ salaries out
of the school fund, for according to the law, the
school commissioners* pay came from county funds*
&

"Report of tho or and Jury" about two weeks pre

vious to tho school boerd meeting shows the balance
of school funds on hand as a.2,295*18*
Dissatisfaction with the school board was evident*
Cltisens from several parts of the county condemned
the board for neglige no© of duties, failure to ©eat
according to law, failure to apportion school funds,
and failure to establish schools*
Previously, cltIsons of La Union and chamberino
had petitioned the
school district"*

ounty Commissioasrs for a "new
The petition for an independent

district was granted, according to tbs minutes of the
board, but nothing erne of it—

probably for failure

of the board to appoint temporary trustees and to
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provide for election of succeeding ones, socording
to lav*
It should hr mentioned that many new settlers,
with higher standards of living than the older
residents* had found far©® and homes in the Cham
ber ino nnd La Union section, chiefly since i860*
In June, 1883, a petition *ith ©any signers,
Including most of the prominent people of Las Cruces,
was presented to the County Commissioners#

An ex*

tract from the proceedings of that body, June 4-5,
follows:
A petition of citizens of Las Cruces to
establish a separate school district was
considered and a meeting called to decide
the matter said masting to be h Id at the
Court house in Las Cruces on Monday, June
23#
^©r some reason this moating wac not held, and the
petition was not granted#
During the summer Dr# B# $• Smith, chairman of tbs
Board of County Commissioners, .resigned and was suc
ceeded by Dr# M* A# Bartleson, also froei Lake Valley#
the newspaper account of the next meeting, August
11, 1083, of the School Cossmissioaer® follows j
Present—

Dr# M# A, Bartleeon, President
Martin Lehman, Commissioner
J. K# Jaramillo, Commissionr
H# r * Stephenson, Clerk
•a# Prado, Commission r— absent
The only business transacted was to order the
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secretly to notify all the school district a
to select thrlr t*ach^rst arei e*?nd the® on
to Las cruets* at the next meeting of th©
board, on September 4 for examination before
the Commission* rs#
"Notes” following this account state that all
schools will op«*t on September 15th, that prospective
teachers will be thoroughly examined and only competent
persons employed, end that th© commiesioners urge the
people In each district to take an Interest and select
their candidate© for tea chars •
ve may assume that the clerk sent ala communication
to a justice of the peace In each district*

The jus

tice of the peace, however, was not specified as the
local school director*

In fact, no one In particular

was responsible for the duties Imposed by the school
Post'd*

And even so, facilities of the community did

not admit locating persons available for teach? rs*
The account of the as?ting on September 4th (1083)
shows good intentio ;s on the part of the school
board, and. so well defines the- county policies that
It is given in full#

—
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school

coHMissioareas' m w m s 4*

School Commissioners m t on last rhursday
afternoon* the 4th September* at the Probate
Cl*rfc*s office*
Present, Messrs* Lehman SttjS Jar&mlllo.
In the abe^nc# of Dr• Bartie®on* sr*
tohmnn took the chair.
The following is the appropriate! >n for
the different school districts* so far
allowed!
Amount.
Sch. fist*
*132.>4
1 Dona Ana
a Laws Cruces* Torguga s * : c»
369.92
50 00
3 Rincon
4 Santa Tomas
40 67
90 68
.
3 La Mesa
40 58
6 San Miguel***
140 67
7 Chamber!no a La Union
10 ? 00
8 Tularosa
♦5 76
9 La Lux
130 93
10 colorsds
40 71
11 Santa Barbara
ia Hillsboro
79 45
40 00
13 Nutt
50 00
14 Organ
50 00
15 San Augustine
This will not absorb all the money bat the
above ar© all that have b*?en allowed so far*
The sums mentioned in th« above table do
not belong absolutely to the districts named*
If they are not used for legitimate school
purposes in the districts to which they be
long* they will revert to the oosarson fund, and
be used in other districts th"t *re more enterpr is ing*
The following have been appointed teachers*

^Tllis is not a news account but a paid county adver
tisement. R jo Grande Republican* Vol. Ill* Mo* 16.
^T his i® the earliest record extent of a tabulation
of the school districts by this beard# They did not
redistriet the county but separated two old districts,
ties* 5 and 6* .and th*n numbered consecutively down tbs
list* They added thr^e new districts* Bo** 13* 14*
and 15* (see f a n s til, p. 49)
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at the pisses and for the salaries per month
denominated*
1 Dona Aos«* Silvestre Garcia
$40 00
2 Lae Cruces— John B*cfca*r
75 00
7 La Union— Louie F, Acosta
50 00
10 Colorado— Ju^n Aped&ee
30 00
11 Santa Barbara— Miguel Fierro
30 00
It was ordered by the board tli^t or- ry teacher
employed in tale county shall, when he or she
render* hie or hor account for teaching, submit
therewith a report or statement ehoming, let,
the number and names of the pupils taught, the
time taught and the av^rago daily attendsnee*
2nd, the branches taught, and whether in Eng
lish or Spanish*
No account will, in future, he allowed, un
less accompanied by such statement •
The Clerk was further ordered to notify all
school teachers to make prop** returns, and all
justices
the peace to notify the beads of
families to send t u i r children to school.
All justices of the peace are to certify
that teachers have held school*
Teachers must render monthly reports to
the board*
Appointment of teachers hav*- only been made
wlv n a teacher has b*en re commend mi and the
appointment asked for by th© cltls'-ns of the
district. If a district desire to hsv© a school,
the eitlseiMi should take eo®^ interest in the
matter, and confer with the school board.
Adjourned to the first Monday in October next*
From “Grand Jury Report", September 15*
School assessments of 1883 in
hands of Sheriff
School funds in hands of
Treasurer

$3631*17
1710*63

The five schools for which teachers were hired op n d
In September, and soar time later in the fall a teache r
was hired for chamfer rino—

perhaps by Mr* Lohm&n, who

at one of the a ©tings was instructed to perform several
duties for the board.
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The school eewsisstoaars held another regular «tel*
ing January 8* 1884, probably the last.

The L

b

cruse*

teacher had resigned* and another teacher was promised
as soon as one could he found—

Mr. Lohman hired

Mesllln*» teacher for Laa Cruces the next month.

Re

port* fro® tho five existing school a wore received
and the teachers paid.

Mrs. Fitts was appointed tea

cher at Tularosa at

per month*

& brief ‘local” Indicates that Hillsboro had a
school* hut further Information is not available.

\t any rate* Hillsboro's school that ysar was not by
grace of the school commission.
no other county schools were opened during the

school year* for lack of teachers rather than lack of
funds.
Mesilla and Lake Valley, independent districts*
had full term schools. ,
In October (1883) the Presbyterian Mission School
was established and opened with Hiss J* w• Blake as
teacher.

The school was to be supported by donations*

and tuition was free•

This school continued In Las

Cruces for many years.
The two catholic schools at Las Cruces and Mrsills
complet* the list of thirteen schools in tbs county for
the year 1883~64*^

MCrande Republican. September* 1863 to Hay* 1864.

cmm
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district sgiioom

Early in 1884 a new school law was passed by the
Legislature which radically changed public school
dminiatration.

8ubs©qu-nt events in this

ounty

show that the abolishment of the usually Inefficient
county board of school commie©loners in favor of dis
trict directors failed to promote any improvement in
public education through *»dai.nlstration.

The fact

that the number of schools increased and teaching
improved under the new system was due to the gradual
growth of public sentiment for education and inarms-

*6 revenue*

This law remained in offset w*th few

changes until 1891•
THE LAW OF 168*
The now law provided for a county superintendent
of schools to be appointed by the county commissioners
to serve for the rest of th*> year.

Thereafter the

superintendent should be sleeted at the general elec
tion

or two years. as were oth r county officials.

His salary was fixed at *5 per day spent in perform
ing the duties of his office to s maximum of five days
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for each common public school In the county«

Hi© duties

were to visit each school In the county at least one©
a yearj to apportion the county school funds on t 'm
third Monday in June and D©cemb r to the districts that
had Had school taught three months during the ye r pre
vious 9 according to the number of children between the
ages of five and twenty years in each district; to
prepare annually a school report showing th" numb r of
pupils enrolled, the number of common schools in the
county, the branches taught, and the number of private
nd select school© in the county; and to maintain in
his residence an office in which to keep all school
records#
School districts were defined as coincident with
voting precincts, in each of which one or more schools
were to b« taught#

& new district (combination or

division) could be formed by the superintendent if
petitioned by tea men who were heads of families,
provided there were not l«*a» than twenty children
between ih* age© of five and twenty years left In
either old or new district#
ed a body corpor t

fash district constitut

and could sue or ir surd#

School fund.© were derived fro® a general property
tax of three mills sand a one dollar poll tax levied
on all able-bodied ©al* Inhabitants over id years' of

—

.
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age*

(The poll tax a e v r yielded such revenue In this

county *)
K&ch district w&» to elect thr«© school director®
at the general election*

Their duties were to pro

vide school houses and fuelj to pay teachers\ to adopt
text books in English or Spanish or both, which when
adopted could not be changed for five years; to sxamine and issue certificate# to teachers* a copy of
which should be seat to the county superintendent«
Subjects required to be taught were orthography,
reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, grammar,
and history of the United States **

Another act of the Legislature, in 1884, important
in J3on& Ana county school history, created Sierra
county, thus removing Hillsboro, school district Mo*
12, and Lake Vail y, an independent district.

Tbs

tax from the Sierra portion, high in proportion to
the number of children, would have been of consider
able value to Dona Ana County*

nt of *1
^Thomas J « Stayfie Id, Jr*, The Develops
ga'4„
Hr* Mayfield took his information from Sow Mexico
(Ter#) Laws, Statutes, ste*, S^ssioil..lfaws* 1384*
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ORGANI&ATIOK OF THE NEW SYSTEM
Along with oth^r appointments In accord with the new
laws, the governor appointed Martin Lohsma superintendent of publie schools for bona Ana County*

The county

commission rs at their first meeting presided ov< r by
Don Jacinto Armijo, another appointee of the governor,2
refused to confirm th* appointment of Mr* cohm-a*
They reconsidered, however, at the next meeting, Septem
ber 8th, and Martin Lehman became the first superint ndent of public schools in Dona *ns County*
Newspaper accounts show that Mr* Lehman subsequ ntly ealls?d public meetings in towns that had had schools
the ye^r before to select trustees*
Mesillm, having been an independent district under
the old law, already had trustees, or district school
directors, and suffered no break in it© school organi
sation*

the Mesilla district, Frecinote 4 and 5, was

assigned the former Hillsboro number, No* 12*
Mr* Lehman did not publish a school report| per
haps he could not obtain sufficient data.

Therefore,

there is no way to determine the mimbor of districts

2£r* Bartloson of Lake Valley, Chairman of the
Board of County Commissi ?«ars, resigned when
Sierra County was organised.*
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%
that had school for the year 1384-85*
LAS CfIVCtS PUBLIC SCHOOL
The public School opened in Las Cruces about the
sixth of October* 1684* according to the following
advsr i i * e m a il
Having been appointed Principle of the
Public School of Los Cruces* I hop ^2 to
receive the hearty co-operation of all who
are interested* and to have a regular
attendance of pupils*
such classes will be organised and
branches taught as may be necessary for
the best interest of the school*
I see no reason why the dignity Of the
public school should not be elevated and
maintained at a higher standard* Citlsens
are cordially invited to visit the school
at uny time*
J# A* MAX
Mr# May* Judging fro® frequent newsp&p r reports
of his work for the next several ye?*rs* was a pro
gressive school &&n of higher caliber than usually
had b *n found in the public schools o r the terri
tory*

Hr* perhaps* established the first graded

school in the county*

His syato® Is given in full*

ORAD? or fBS PUBLIC SOHOOL
After Mew Year's the Las Cruces Public School
will be graded* as nearly as any be after the
following plan*
Sixth orade
Reading chart and *irst Reader* Slate *ork*

% l o Grande ::-epu oilcan* July 1884 to rsbra&ry 1-83*
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Fifth ara<is
Second Reader* Word Primer* First Book in
Arithmetic. Copy Book Kc. 2.
Fourth Grade
Third Reader. ^ord Book. Introductory Geography•
Clark's 3rie? Grammar• Complete Arithmetic*
first part* opy Book Dio. %
Third Grade
Fourth Header. Grammar School Orography • Complete
.arithmetic, second part. Clark's Worms! Grammar,
aord Book. Copy Book Ho* 4.
Second Grade
U* $♦ History. Finish Clerk’s normal Grammar.
Finish Grammar School Geography* Finish omplete
Arithmetic, inlsh *ord Book. Physiology* Copy
Book Mo* $*
First Grads
locution and History. Rhetoric. Algebra.
Physiology. Copy Book Mo. 6*
J, A. MAY, PRIM IPAL
Schools in this county were sometimes classified as
graded an?? ungraded as late as 1920; and still, in
some localities the value or rating of a school is
expressed in tcrass of its adherence to a grading
system*

In the more progressive schools o

to-day,

however, w: recognise the merits of the prc-188> plan
of individual instruction, a very flexible course of
study, and little regard for foraal grading.
The 1884 school law was considered an improvement
aver previous laws,

nd it was in some respects, Out

the change fro® the county unit plan of school adminis
tration to the district plan was not good.

The history

of the county shows that, while the latter plan was in
effect, lsssl directors usually were not competent to
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*&&*$# a. school system* and ev*n competent men have
failed on account of community disputes*
The first of such disputes occurred In Las .ruses
In 1865.

The new school trustees In January confirm

ed Mr* May*s appoint®out as teacher and approved his
salary of 475 per month*

Later they discharged him

for alleged neglect of duties (he was In poor health
sad had turned his school over to a substitute several
times) and hired Hiss Ida Jones from ftesille*

(This

was the fourth time Las cruses had taken tiesilla's
teacher«)

Then* it developed that the public school

building belonged to a corporation* the Las cruses
School Association* and not to the school district*
The association decided to ret*in Hr* May to conduct

& subscription school in the school building*

The

district school was housed in a rented* poorlyfurnished room* and the two schools operated in com
petition*
In the fall the association divided; the majority
voted to rent the building to the district***

The

controversy continued until after 1890 wh* n the Las
races school directors purchased the old building
vacated by the Las

rues# -ollege*

This site is now4

4Xfrl&*» October* 1884 to Septeuber* 18 8 5 *

_
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occupied toy South Ward School*
The next year Hr* May taught a government Indian
school on the Mescal^ro

h ?-serration*

Mies l M f « wont to Silver

Two years later*

Ity to teach in one of the

beet school systems la the territory# and still later#
she was teaching at State

College«$

or COOHTT 0CHQCML8
^t the general election# ffovember# 1384# J.

red

Lehman was sleeted superintendent of public schools#
and twelve school districts elected trustees# or
directorsi

fona Ana# Las

races# Rincon# La Mesa#

San Miguel# chamberino# Tul&rosa# La Luz* Colorado#
MesiUft# Organ, and San Augustine*^*
Proceedings of the various district school boards
are not available# and# as a matter of fact# but few
details of the early district school *er© ever re
corded*

Ths superintends V e

annual report—

of the®*' reports have been preserved—

not all

gives more in

formation concerning the county school system than
can be obtained elsewhere*
On January 4# 1886# the County Commission -rs ap-

*$&&'• 8
185-1895.

6
I M & M ® W " H » r 22# 1884* The article lists only
ten# omitting Organ and olorado*
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proved a warrant for 1300 for the year*a salary of
the Superintendent, the maximum tor a system of
twelve echoole

m ? 0 m OF TttS SUPEEXBTS.HDE&T
or t m "OBLIC SCHOOLS®
there are at present sixteen school
districts In Dona ina county* in twelve
of which schools have been regularly
taught* and In another* school will he
opened the ensuing year#
It seems as If so far* the present
school laws have not fc^«n thoroughly
understood# as there have been a great
many applications to me for information*
requiring time to answer which might
have been used to better advantage#
4s most of the district officers have
now passed through one years experience*
I hope this trouble will be to a great
extent obviated*
Owing to the reports of the different
districts coming in so late, and some not
being in as yet# X am unable to make as
complete a report as X *ould wish# but will
endeavor to render such information as I
am able to gather from such as X have at
hand#
According to the information received
from twelve districts# there are at present
twenty-one hundred and twenty-six persons
of school age In this county# outside of
the four districts not heard from, and
of which X have no means of ascertaining
the numbers.

79ona \na -aunty Cleric, County co«ml»#loner*...decora.
1885-06.
'Slft.Qgaafri IflMbUaitB. ■January 23, 1B86.
advertising#

County
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The total amount of money distributed
this year was five thousand dollars and two
cents, of which amount two thousand and
senreoty-eight dollars was left over from
the year 1§84, and not distributed until
i & m & r y , 1883, la place of the third
tfsssday in December, 1835 /J884/ ,
ti is make® the sum of two dollars and
thirty-five cents p^r hssd« for each person
enumerated.for the year 1385*
the money was divided as follows, vis**

T*tal
Bsc*
June
4109.15 j93.60 , 387.75
1201.*2
293.82 *09.60
2
**.ao
133.0*
33.0*
3
280,31
107.20
64.31
5
266.06
8* .80
67.26
n*.oo
6
j
*10.67
133.00
7S.*7 199.20
g
320.98
95.20
1*2.00
83.78
228*86
7*.*0
9*
.00
55
.*6
9
616.70
1*7.30 219*20
250.00
10
68.00
£28.59
101.00
59.59
11
630,91
12
3*9.00
205.91 276.00
98.73
5*. 00
14
*7.00
27.73
5000.02
1226.02 1696 .00
Totals 2078.00
The sum collected this year for school
purposes was two thousand nine hundred and
twenty-two dollars and two cents, making
one dollar end thirty-seven cents per person
of school age enumerated*
The balance on hand, for the* year 1885,
with treasurers In each district is as
follows t
Pistrlot Ho. 1, nothing| Mo* 2, ,281.6?*
Ho* 3, noth ins; Ho* 5* 49, 31; Mo. 6, ^21*25;
so* 7, 31*47; Ho * 8, *4,78$ Ho* 9, 40.00$
Ho. 10, 143.00$ Ho. 11, *10.59$ Ho* 12,
*169.91$ Ho. 14, nothing.
The branches taught in the public school©
are Heading, Grammar# Arithmetic# Orthography,
Oeography, Penmanship And U* •• History.
There «r» in this county, one private
academy situated at Las Cruces, conducted by
the sisters of Loretta, and having an atten
dance or 71 male asvl 91 fmmmie student®. The
tranches taught are. Orthography, ;ending,
Penmanship, Arithmetic, Algebra, Geography,
0101.
1

Jan*
4185,00
*98.00
56.00
109.00

-________________

Grammar, Rhetoric, opposition, History,
Botany, Astronomy, Mythology, Philosophy,
natomy, Shemistry, Spanish, Music, Hairwork, waxwork, plain and fancy needle work,
drawing nod painting#
Iso one private
school In Las Cruses, conducted by Miss
LiesIs recilius, having 32 scholars
enrolled— 16 boys and 16 girls* the
branches taught are, 'traoaar, o ogrpshy,
Spelling, Arithmetic, Reading and writ
ing*
‘Iso, one private school at La
He©ilia, conducted by the Sisters of
Mercy, and having 26 scholars, 11 female*
Branches taught sre, Roadlag, Writing,
Arithmetic, Grammar, Geography, Music and
needlework*
A law compelling, the adoption of a uni
form set of books in all the districts would
bo, In my estimation, of great benefit, as
under the present law but two districts in
the county have adopted the same line, which
compels parents, in case of removal fro®
one district to another, to buy a complete
new set of books, which seems an unnecessary
expanse,
A change in the law giving the superinten
dent power to order the re-examination of
teachers, would also be of benefit, as there
are at present several teachers In this
aunty totally unqualified for the position
they occupy, tout as their certificates have
been signed toy the directors of their dis
tricts, (who are in some cases as ignorant
as the teachers), I must accept them, as the
present law provides no remedy*
J* m m LOKKAA
CO* SUpt • i’
Ub*
Schools*
the June apportionment for 1686, given in the table
below, lists the names of the districts given by number
only in the annual report, and also the number of "schol
ars* according to the school census In each district#
Occasional news items from various communities showed
enrollment of 15 to 40 pupils*
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IV. AFPmtXQHMEIff OF SCHOOL 'UKPS
JUS* , 1SSS9

List,
MO,

Town

1
2

&ona Ana
Lao Cruces and
Tortuga© 282 230
24
Hlncon
32
81
L«. Hess
53
52
San Miguel
54
Chamberin©
91
138
Tularosa
66
51
38
La Ia x z
55
Colorado
135 119
S&nta Barbara '51
54
Seollla
185 160
Orgen
„ 15 , 15
lisf 939

3
5

S
1
8
9
10
11
12
14

Am*t 34c
. Scholar©
Ho i
Male Fen* 1 Total h*d
June 2
52
23
117 t 63*18
512
56
134
106
249
119
9?
274
85
345
B120

1386

276.48
30.24
72.36
57.24
134.46
64,28
50,22
147.96
45.90
136.30
...16.«20
ii44.33

districts not reported are Santo Tomas , bo * 4{
Mutt, Ho. 13j San Augustine, Ho, 15f and Linden (Anthony)#
Ho, 16,

Santo Tomas and 3oaque Deco, In the fourth

district, mare but ss&ll settlements of far® laborera;
$utt, a railroad aiding, was abandoned a® a voting pre
cinct In that year| in September La, Union precinct was
organised a« a school district and assigned the number
13$ Linden was a n&w town laid out by a ass promotion
rompany*
ChamberIno and Santa Barbara, both damaged by floods
in 1664 and 1383, were demolished and depopulated by
the flood in the euttmar of 1886,

Chamberino was re

built on the foothills, the present site* but B&ntn
Barbara was abandoned, the Inhabitant© moving to
9X018,, July %

1886,

County Advertising,
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Colorado end flaeitas (Santa Teresa)*

Santa Teresa

continued as the «a&t of District Ho# 11*
The people of Bln con fttart *4 to build a school
house that same summer, hut their apportionment of
|30 discouraged then* and they reserved the money*
donated for a building, to pay the teacher*-1^
when the Demoorats case into power, January 1,
1887, county advertising was given to another paper,
and therefore, Mr* Lhasa's report for 1-86, if he
mad© one, Is not available•
however, was .*£25,

His salary

or the year,

tbs maximum amount for nine

public schools in the county•
local

p mmmm

The following material fro® the Las Cruces district
is given to illustrate the bent practices in the
count'/ during the eighties*

Las

ruses had become

the leading town and received the largest portion of
the school funds, but, except for one terra and one
month, had provided only a one-teacher public school*
(f*r, v# e* Bowman, who prepared the examination* was
the Las

ru-#» teacher the year before*)

i0JL6ia»» 1336-1387.
Upams M»n County Clark* go.

It.. Bacesn&er, 1 0 6 .
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r m KMMts&ttm p m i & M m m * 9
to the H o t oweeileoo In the
essamln&tlo® o f the applicant# or U*« public
o^bool* on# lift &®e to oil
to o t & W
that Mr* ¥* » ICMftM prepared th« entire Il«t#
the other two O M h e r # of tfe# mootthee h^-lng
too Onoy with too dutlee of th#ir profeoolon
to glee any attention to hh# e**®itt*tl©m
m t M »
i* et»«t i# opoiiiAgf

3« %

what other ns&# 1# 11 &&osm?

3* itftl 1# pteMOtle •peill§§f
t* Spoil tho word* *travel** and o#p*i
the auffl* Hn«sf ediod* and
the rale
IfiVOlV^S*

with

1* m & % to reading?
s# none thro# of the moot ieoerisoi rule*
for good reodlog#
5* *&«& 1# the difforoaeo f c o W m m gronoot<*
loal milt rhetorical p&u*#e?
mxitm
1* ghot 1# writing?
a* What o y o t m of writing do ?#* tooch?
3. £%*%* W o of the moot laportant prim i p U #
In writing#

m&mm
1* tttiot lo Sru&lloh gr*a*#rv

2* that #ro It# n il** tftdod upon?

3* hew many kind# of oanWneoo are thrro *#
to fora* and wbot or# they?
4* state the d iffe r# *® # W W # «® a c i w ^
and # phr#*#* giving o k m ?1**»
1# How 4o^« a zmt&awaA differ rroa & &e«#i##
•ontoao## giving ah eaoapl# or eosHt
AiltdRSflS
1, V$t#t 1# the differ#® ## howoo® aentnl
#.r*s written a ritta o tto t
a* *1 »t or# the ftendanontal operation# in
nrithaetle?
3* tame con addition ho worked hy m i l li o n *
cotlout

4, can n m » U ) « t t « B to* * » r f# r * « « in

•th«r %»*? tftan by th- pul*5 o ’* i»*-«inainR with

. gHifrUafifl,. » ? » — * » ai* 1885•

:o»pciorro error# ar# IncXoded In m l ddppe
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the right he rid figure* and earry log o m
cr
every ten? If so, give fen example* T ^ quna
tion re firm to nrlttta ariihaetls only#
$* Define loast common multiple and greatest
uommon divisor#
6* jcprec-a the comgion fraction 5-1000 in the
decimal form*

mo&wrttx
1* What are the different branches of
0 eogr&phy ?
2. What cause* the change o r seasone?
3. To what branch of geography does the
second, question belong?
4* To what system of Islands does Forto
Elmo belong;?
5# What are Isothermal linost
6* Why is there not more rain In How
xioov
U* S. HISTOSK
1. What authors hsve you studied In U# * Cistcry?
2. Under what chronological divisions Is It
conveniently treated?
3* *h«t was the French and. Indian war*
and during vhai period did it occur?
4. What nations discovered and colonised the
Asterloan continent?
5* flow many states and territories in th© tf#&#?
6* Siam* all tc* U. b« pre aid. nts you can* nod
in their proper order*

fcCHOCS- YKACtSM
1# Is it an art or a science?
2* Poem the? profession require any special
training?
3* What are th» institutions for such train
ing called?
"4, What have m>en your advantages in this
respect?
5. What experience have you had in teaching?
6* How you read the $©w Mexico School Law?
t m EBFO'.tT a- t m
ogabp
To the Board of Directors of the Las cruses
Public Schools
^entlem^n— your committee for the examina
tion of applicants to teach our public school
beg leave to ranks the following, reports
On thft day appointed py you for that purpose*
via* Monday, 20th in»t.# the following applicant©
war# examined in the several branches or study
required to be taught in the public schools, of
tho territory* His# Hate It# Herd, Mr# f# w» Files,
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gr. J* A* May,
Mr, £» F, Allen* All the
above applicants standing an axaslnation highly
creditable to themselves, ana all grading consid
erably above SO per cent*, the standard required
by the committoe, have been awarded certificate®
of proficiency a® teacher®• .Respectfully
submitted,
«T* B, Mo-Tt,
& • w • WADI,
v, o« mnuoit
M p t , £1, 1886,
• oaaitt#®
OUB •'Offl.XC SOIOOL813
The public school was opened two weeks ago
in the association school building under the
charge of J, A, Huy and Mr®, M, K, De Iany.
the attendance ®o far is light only 16 scholar®
enrolling in the advance class, taught by Hr*
May, and''24 in the primary department.
More than five hundred children of school
age reside In this district and a® it 1® a
fact that less than on*? fifth attend school it
is about time s m s ©"'forts were being made to
Indue# the parents of these children to give
them at least a common school education, »lth
the facilities before the® they are slow to
avail them®elves of the opportunity and hundred®
grow up in ignorance, aany reaching the age of
manhood without being, able to «ven read or write.
It is a matter for ih* consideration of every
good oltlsen.
The grad# of the school a© submitted by the
principal 1© as follow®t
iret year, t grade, Swlnton1® Primer.
Second"year, c grade, Swlnton*® first reader}
Robinson1a first book in arithmetic to page 60?
dp#no«riatt copy book so. 1*
Third year, H grade* Swlnto.V® second reader}
dwlnton4® word primer, to page 60} Swiftton’s

~ 'iBi&Af October 2 5, 1866* These article® as
#xa®plea of the printer1® art indicate a scarcity of
readier* ^ J aurabl?? to *h»t of teacher®* To facilitate
reading, obvious composer a error® are corrected in
this copy.

do

Introductory geography* to page 65} Robinson’*
first book In arithmetic, to page 112} Clark* a
easy lessons in grammar, to pago 50} Sp^ncsrl&n
copy book $o* 2*
fourth year, A grade# Sainton a third reader,
Swlnton’s word primer, complete; Quinton's Intro
ductory g^o^raphy, complete; Robinson *a first
book in arithmetic, complete} Clark*a eaay les
sons in. grammar, complete* Spencerian copy book
Ho# 3 and 4#
English taught to Mexican children, lat object
method} second by translation.

GRAMMAR SCHOOL DSM&RfSM
Fifth year, 15 grade* Swinton** fourth reader
to page 188} Swinton’a word book to page 64s
twinton*a grammar school geography to page 42}
Hoblnaon *a complete arithmetic to page 124*
Clark*a normal grammar to page 83} Sp+ncerian
copy book Ho# 5# Physiology*
Sixth Year, C grade* Swiaton'a fourth reader
complete} Swlnton'a word book complete; Swlnton’s
grammar school geography to page 86j Kobiason’s
eomolete arithmetic to page 248} Clark’a normal
grammar to pag«> 168} Spencerian copy book Ko# 6*
Physiology*
Seventh year, & grade* S a m e a history of the
United States to page 150} Robinson** complete
arithmetic to page 532} Clark*a normal grammar
to page 247} Spencerian copy book Uo* 7#
Physiology*
eighth year, A grade* Sarnia hiotory or the
United States complete} Robinson’* complete
arithmetic| lark's normal grammar complete}
Spencerian copy book Ho# 8*
A published school report the next month showed a
total enrollment of 61 with 13 2/3 In average dally
attendance In the grammar grades and 32 in the primary
department*

l*Ibld*# November 6, 1686*
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Q&jmt SCHOOL:8
Me> report* by Robert 0« Hatton, Superintendent of
School* 1887~$8, nor account* of hi* work are available*

School apportionments sad* July 1, 1687, show

about the same school set-up as the yasr be-fore, ex
cept for the changes already Mentioned (districts
7# 11, 13) and an appropriation of #18.35*^ for
San ^uguatlne (Ho* 13)♦

According to law, another

appropriation was made In facetsher, but the record
1® not &eerasable*
SCHOOL LAW, 1887
Legislation in 1887 provided a law for compulsory
school attend*»**, which aroused considerable comment
In the Territorial Free* and, perhaps, precipitated
a few controversies between school trustees and parents*
The provision^ the next fall, were dismissed in this
county as inoperative and undesirable*
Governor Roes had this to say about It j^
A compulsory school law was passed at the
last session of the legislature, but its
defects were such that it has been practi-

r5Xt>ld.. July 23, 13£7.
*%* ***** (Ter.>, %Bf»lLatJjtXWMaift,.a
j*tjg ^ s ^ | | CUqri;
.W ^L&sxissz* (5ot. it
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cally inoperative* yet it was a step In the
right direction* and whatever effect It has
had has beta good#
On the whole* the school attendance ha®
been increased— larger amount® of money
have been expanded In the maintenance of
public school®* the number of these schools
have Increased* as has also the numb r of
denominational and parochial schools and
the attendance thereon* The school® of the
Territory g-n*rally are in perceptibly better
condition* and an increased and increasing
public interest in the education of the
youth is very manifest*
Actually* the compulsory law was inoperative—

first*

because it failed to define the ages of children who
should be compelled to attend school* and second*
because it would have b**en impossible* in the stage
of development of the territory* to provide schools
and teachers for any large part of the children with-*
in the usual compulsory limits#
Another law in the same act provided that appoint
ment of teachers be confirmed by the county school
superintendent* and that all public school teacher®
should have certificates issued by the superintendsnt•

mmuw or m * u m
ffacts of the new school law were immediate*

ro®

"Tul arose fid Site" on# can gather the information that

17M»yflcl«, <?2x.,.Ak,t»
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the District Board hired a teaeher who could not qualify
before the Superintendent, and then refused to hire the
only available qualified teaohor•

onsequently, Tula-

roea had no school that year*
Lata la 183? on© or two new schools were opened in
the Sacraments country*

Adjustment of the lines (Act,

188?) between Lincoln and Dona Ana Count lee added a
number of school districts to the latter county*
Interest in public education had been stimulated,
and there were several scattered attempts to establish
new schools, but little progress was made? adequate
supervision was lacking* qualified teachers were rare,
and it seemed that school funds were insufficient to
provide even three months of school in all of trie
districts every year*
-ire teachers were Issued certificates as a result of
the first county examinations, held In Las Cruces about
September 1, 188?*
Katio H*

The successful candidates were Mrs *

Lar\y (she quit teaching soon thereafter to

bear a son); Mies Sue Head, already employed for Las
Cruces| Senturm de la 0 and 1’ilvestra Garcia, both
from Dona

«a$ and Juan M* Contes, Colorado*

Other

examinations followed of which no information is at
hand*

Apparently the examine tlons and the plan of

cert 1 fication were not popular with the county teachers

—
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nor, In

boj#i?

es»«i9 with th# local directors*

(In hie published ® hool report for 1888*) Trinidfjd
Alarid, Territorial editor, stated that h* had no
returns for the year from Bona Ana# Kora# and Taos
ountlce, and that the reports from those counties
for 188?, which h• used, were incomplete.

The follow

ing data pertaining to Dona Ana county were extracted
ro® his reports*^
Total no# children

1230 male

1038

:nrollment

3?1

353

Average daily
Attendanc«

243

268

10

7

Teachore
Total month# taught

61&

Amount on hand at beginning of year
dumber of district#

16

£804*70

Kiwbor of twildlngs

1*

comparison of various data for the years 1886-89
indicate# the seventeen teachers were placed as follows*
(School terms are approximate and longer than allowed
by the report, but it was frequently customary for % m
district public school to continue as a private sub
scription school after district funds were exhausted.)*
9
1

l6:ilQ.arena* n^ u ' o n c m , •■aigttet-OcoeaiK.r, 1687.
191 W A » *

3* 1839.

................
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3$

Dona Ana

1 teacher

3 months

2

Las Cruces

2

8

3

Rincon

1

?

5

La Mesa

1

3

6

San Miguel

1

3

9

La Lus

1

3

10 Colorado

1

6

12 Sesilla

3

6

X3 La Union

1

3

It Organ

1

3

15 San Augustine

1

3

16 Linden

1

3

?

La Lus „a«yon

1

1

?

Blaser’s Mill

1

1

District 1

■

•

It Is unfortunate that we hare no report on school a
for the year 1366•

Adjustment of boundary linos gars

Dona An® County several districts fro® Lincoln county,
and new school® had bean opened at Karlham (Y«do)f
Santa r*r*ea, fulaross, and perhaps other places*
little in ormatlon concerning the Lincoln

Very

ounty schools

is to be had, and, since they were removed from this
county vith r^-adjuatscnts of the line in 1089# they are
unimportant to this history*20

23md,«. 1888-1809.

—
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Governor Prince* In hie report to the Secretary
of the Interior, mentioned hie Inability to obtain
complete reporta on education from the various coun
ties •

He had conducted an investigation to determine

the number of echoole in English, Spaalsh, or both
and gave the results from incomplete reports and
estimates used for several counties,
&1X private and religious school* were taught In
nglieh*

The common public schools were divided as

follows s
Territory

Dons Ana

Taught In Spanish

106

10

Taught in

1*3

20

95

l

ngllsh

taught in both

ounty

this shows 31 public schools la Dons Ana County for
the term 1888-89, and agrees well with other data.
Thirty-one or thirty-two teacher© were employed for
terms of one to eight months*21

mxico cauum or amigulturk
AX0 MECHANIC AftXb
In July* 1887, Hiram Hadley arrived in Las

21»ew H«*lco (Ter.) oo. -It. (Oct. 12) 1889

races,

pp. 16.17.
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where he went Into the real estate business*

In

Sept^rafcer he returned to Indiana for his fsally, and
that fall established hit home In the Valley.
Being an educator, he immediately observed the
poor condition and lack of facilities for education
and set about remedial work*

As a result of several

actings with business men in his office, the Las
Cruces college Corporation was formed {1883}*
The college opened that fall with three teachers,
including the director, Professor Hadley, and
students*

Tuition was ;4Q per year*

orty

One room

accommodated the primary department, and the other
two grammar and secondary grades*

This was the

irst

secondary school open to boys in the County*
Professor Hadley was influential *‘or the successful
passage of the "College Bill’1 in 1659, which <set&bliahed
the Agricultural College, the University of Mew Mexico,
the Hospital for the Insane, and the Cchool of Kin* s *
The existence of the Las Cruces College helped to
secure the location of the first named in Done Ana
County*^2

*2Amna H« (Hadley) 3©w»an, Hirsf Hddl#l*
S&q flgsntt. amfrUs&i** ififT-isw*

—
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Political expediency &e well **» public welfare had
34oh to do with establishing the State Institutions•
The following extract

rom a personal letter la in-

fcor#atings
* * . Sow «ea«i the most Important question
of the day "the agricultural college'{ if we
get it everybody will prosper the whole
territory will be benefited by it s the
^feeilla Valley will be its garden spot; we
will not get another chance like it, hence
we asust do all in our power to locate It
hr re• Should we be successful and get the
college located hers* then we will know
that it was done through the hard work and
influence of our republican friends and I
assure you that by next election the people
of Dona Ana ounty will show their gratitude
& appreciation toward their republican
friends and the people of Dona /-ns county
will always bo grateful to you and themj so
continue your good work and if successful
we*11 all be happy and proud of our valley
and Legislators.
Very truly yours

m

rRevmuTBAL

%
the Agricultural College opened in rented quarters
in Las

races In 1889.

It moved into its new quarters

at Mssilia Park early in 1890* and prospered.
$uoh has been written about the College and it©
development; further comeat s e w s unne ©ee*ry in this
work •

2^Phoebus rreudenthai* treasurer of Dona Ana county,
to Col. A. J. Fountain, Santa «, January 28* 1389. This
letter is among the papers of A. J. fountain* now in the
possession of .crs. iilsabeth ountaln Araendarls, and i®
used with:her permission.
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cawstr s c ho o l s , 1889-1890
Mr* L. C* Woodeon, bounty Superintendent of School®
1889-1890, apparently gave more time to the office
than had been customary.

lie administered teachers*

examinations frequently, and made an effort to supply
an efficient teacher in each community.

Ho said that

it was not difficult to find competent teachers since
most of the schools taught only the primary branches,
and that he had enough applicants who were college
graduates for all the schools that taught through the
eighth grads.

It was his policy to fit the examina

tion to the prospective teacher*
Financing the public school®, according to Mr.
Woodson, was difficult, and another difficulty was
the great distances between communities.

The law

did not allow him enough time to look after the
schools properly, nor could he take more time than
he did from his position with the railroad; never
theless, he visited all the schools in the county
st least once during hi® administration and spent
many hour© in hie office conferring with teachers.
He said that most of the communities maintained
their schools for at least seven months by subscrip
tions after district funds were exhausted.2^

Cm Woodson, 503 K* Alameda, Las Cruces.

90

Mr* Wood®on called the first teacher®* mooting
«f«r held In the county•

Now® accounts of th© insti

tute, conducted b? Professor ff&dley, indicate a worth
while program and a large attendance of county tea
chers*
Governor Prince wae the prin ipal speaker at one
session; Mrs* Beer, a county teacher, &• ?• Me Crea,
John P* Owen, and If* C* Bowman, a former county
teacher, had prominent parts on the programme for
other session®*25
the last official act of Mr, Woodson wa® to pre
pare and publish th© annual report fer 1890*

The

report, in tabular for®, give® considerable Informa
tion about schools and ihoir progress, but it does
not present a true picture of educ&tlon#

At that

time district report® were very brief, often in
complete, and frequently ml swing, entirely; also,
subscription schools, though practically the same
as public schools, were not reported and were not
administered by the county superintendent *
It was poorly printed, and coapoaer*® error® are
probable *26

2!5S i a , J l S * a £ & A u g u s t
se©

2e>Ibldf« P*bm*ry 6, 1891*
tI E z v ,

31, 1889, f.

County advertising,.
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TABLE V. SCHOOL W H I H T HD'HT'S ANNUAL 8 W 0 R T
FOR THE TS AR 1 8 9 0 ^

5

A

H

13
14
15
16
17
ib

19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
26
29
30
31
32

5

5

I

I

I
200
770
,500

42 29 273 7 # 892.90
.85 « 43.05
44 32 560 7 1487.52
59.67
207.61
120 88 183 3
545.76
no enumeration
24 16 142 3
Treasurer failed to send in report.
ft
M
n
«•
»
18 12 114 3
37 28 108 3
342.40 280
44.63
.75
15 55 2
l l .20
329.70 160
3 ♦23 150.25
21 71 3
48 .23 101 .10 442.32
35 245 8 1041.67 450
96.40
18
3 .50
267.70 130
7
42.40
1032.62 909
10 .07
91 .15
13.60
30 ♦40
1® If 36 18
28S.50 221.50
If
86.65
17 17
la
156.70 141
13.70
19 10 58 4
24
24
la
Treasurer failed to send in report.
3
64.96
ai 21 3
la
13.63
211.09 182.50
TresLaurer failed to send in report.
In Lincoln County
n
*4
14
«
H
M
H
«»
M
140
la
12
152
17 9 37 3
53.12
12 10 84 3
40
la
218.02 184.90
la
60
9 9 21 3
86.37
26.37
42 30 77 3
173.10
34
la
387.10 180
34 33 69 4
la
62.25
870
33.25
365
la
12.15
15 12 76 4
3
175.15 160
17 14 98 5
la
365.20 2 36 .64 128.56
In Lincoln County
If
123.30 123.30
19 11 40 3
16 14
5
27toe . eit.

t s s & v s i are located in the original only oy precinct
number*# explained in T&8L& VI. Column so. School a In District
la omitted, for there was no more than one school to the dis
trict. column® listing,aourcee of "Total.C<ee®ipt®? ar® also omit
ted ♦

-

TABU

Vt. m n k ABA CQUHTY

SCHOOL BI3THXCTB, 1890
Dis
trict

Pre
cinct

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
a
9
10

2
3, 20
19

n

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
23

8
15
11
10
14
16
16
4# 5
7
1
r
14 [if
18
18
23
21
21
21
22
14
17
22'

26

22

27
28
29
30
31
32

10

6
10
23
4, 5

Location2^
Dona Ana
Lac Cruoas
Hincon
Santo Tomas
La lt«*&
Ban Miguel
Chaafcerlmo
Tularosa
La Lu*
Colorado (Ko&oy)
C&nta Teresa (Pl&cita)
Manilla
La Union
Organ
San Augustin#
Linden (Antftony)
Brunswick (Berino)
Mescalero Precinct
In Lincoln County
H
It

La Luis Precinct
Hilton (Hear Dog Canyon)
In Lincoln ounty Precinct
M
Tularoaa Precinct
Bosque Seeo (Mesilla Park)
Tularoaa Precinct
In Lincoln County
Meocalero
MestlXa

23Thla lnfornstlon 1« tftfeen fro* the author’s
tncospiefcs study of pracinet changes In Bona Ana
county.

T jHAU VII.

POPULATION OP DONA MIA JOUSTY, 189029

Precinct

Haase

1

organ

101

2

Dona Ana

872

5, 20

La© Cruces

2340

4 ,5

Mesilla

1389

6

Bosque Seco

235

7

La Union

333

8

La Mesa

436

9

Three divers

163

10

Tularosa

372

11

Chamberino

272

13

aan Augustins

14

La

z

459

13

Dan Miguel

294

16

Colorado

923

1 7 .......

f?i1ton

16

Linden

142

19

Rincon

284

23

Mesealer©

210

Im

Population

Total

92

9151

|m
~ United State© Department of the Interior, Census
Offlo«, ^o»a£Mt.ua.,or_...--ggut. 1890, Part X
Population # Table 3 New Mexico", Dona An© county, p, 260,
^fhr#« River© was not listed in the school report for
1690 unless it was District No* 50, uwreported from Lincoln
County, Corrections in the boundary adjustment between
Lincoln and Dona Ana Counties in 1690 definitely placed
Three Rivera' In Dona Ana County, and later report® show
that a school was located there.

—
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Each achool constituted a district*

the law pro

vided for achool districts coincident with voting
precincts, except that achool districts could be
divided, or combined .

Such changes had been mad©

in some districts, probably without recourse to legal
procedure*

At any rate, the various districts were

not rigidly defined and in one case at least, Districts
12 and 32, served the same area*

Mew schools establish

ed during the nineties were assigned the numbers of the
abandoned schools and those lost to Lincoln county•
thus, Salem became District So* 4$ Oarfield, So* 19j
some school probably in Otero county, So* 20j San
Taidro ( s e t Pioaoho), So* 21 j the remaining numbers,
Ho* 22 and Ho, 30, were used in the Ot?ro section or
were not needed before the pressut district lines
were established*
This report indicates that Dona Ana and

olorado

built school houses during the year and that La Lux,
riseIts, and ft*©ilia already had building.©*

Earlier

newspaper accounts indicated plana for building at
La Lus, and at Brunswick, Organ, Tulsrosa, and several
other places*
Mr* tfsrthela, a director at that time, says the
amount referred to in this resort was perhaps for an
additional room or improvements to th© building erected

—

—

—

I
I

'
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under his supervision, chiefly by means of donated
material and labor, in 1885 or ,86* )1
ailia school, District So, 12, was taught by th©
Sisters of Mercy in th© Convent Building, which had
been furnished by th© town*

This building received

^10.07 of district funds and was rated as a public
school building, but it belonged to th© Church and
was sold to District Ho. 12 several years lat*r*
The* old Court House which had been given to Mas ilia
for a school house and town offices by the county
co?s®issionere in 1886 was not mentioned in the report*
According to old settlers of H®si11a, the Protestants
protested when th© public school was turned over to
the Sisters, la th© 1st© eighties, and demanded
another public school for their children*

their

demands were granted, and the Protestant school, which
must have been District Vo* 32, was established in the
old Court Rouse, but without benefit of district funds.
(Mr* Woodson doe© not resiember anything, about this
second school at ftesilla*)

•^■Herman Werthels, resident of Dona Ana sine© 1884.
The old building still standing in Bona Ana was built
with a bond issue In 1891-92, $r* worth©la said, while
he was visiting in Germany; he had protested th© bond
issue, for th© first building was adequate for the
needs of th© community*

—

—

'

.
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Th© Superintendentva Report for 1890 also listed
the other schools in the county as follows?

private

x*wri*wi<ws

Agriculture college
Academy of Visitation
Convent of Mercy
Presbyterian Mission

Valu^ of Enrollment
Property m f
i37# 300
32 30
2?,000 4| 71
4,000 oo 34
700 39 29

Mr* Woodson did not mention the Methodist mission
school in Bona Ana, hut It was listed In the Governor*s
Report*^2

Mr* Worthsim said this was an excellent

school conducted by Mr* Howard, ths Methodist minister*
Mr* Worths la long wanted him to combine it with the
public school and be It® principal, but he always re*
fused.

The mission school was clneed, Mr* Worthsla

said, Whsn t a new public school vs a built*
Aa&de

haves in ludsd in his second report a re

port from the Rev* Thomas Howard, super intendent of
Missions in New Mexico.

Ths Rsv. Mr* Howard wrote? >3

The public school® at several place# under
the non-sectarian school law, are doing so well,
and teachers so competent, that we thou ht it
best not to weaken the public schools by open
ing a mission school* This was the case at
Taos, Dona Ann, sued a few other places*

3 % e w Mexico (Ter*}, op* cjt*.* 1890, *tduoatlon**
pp* 53-39*
**Hsw Mexico (Ter*} Report of ths Supsrlntsndsnt

of -ubllc education (SnoTIB3&'pi 21.*
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>!r. Wertheia aate that Don* A M aleo had a private
school In 1390, which had be n held for several years

in the

roomthat he had foraerly rented for the use

Oi t.ie Public school,

it seeaa that fona Ana had had

two public school teachers until the law (1 37) re
quired a oertif leate issued by the county ouperlntendentj then on® Of their teachers, Sentura do i« o,3*
failed to get a certificate and opened a private
aehoolj the other, Sllveatre Garcia, was successful

in the examination and continued in the public school.
SUMMARY 0? SCHOOL COBOtTIOIBS, 1890

Tho superintendent's Report (TABU V) shows that
tnere were twenty- ive common public schools with
twenty-nine teachsra, supposing that each eohool had
at least one teacher,

:very community had access to

e-hool, and the fact that comparatively few children
attended does not minimise the fact that public senti
ent for education had developed and that public ..ducatijn had

a great forward stride la a very snort

time o

Totals for the county were not given in the report,

(see

tL

« *8 "5?*”!»vlou817 stated that Bentura d<? l* o

—

______

—
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nor could they b* accurate with the Incomplete Infor
mation received by the county superintendent*

ven

the district reports thst he did receive took account
only of the months school was maintained wholly or In
part by funds apportioned to the district#

As pre

viously mentioned* some of the districts augmented
the teacher’s salary and prolonged the school term
with private subscriptions.
Governor Prince devoted such of his report, September
15, 1890, to the condition of education in the terri
tory, and the following excerpt® are pertinent to
this summary j
• # •
The system as provided by law is quite
good, except that it lacks an executive
head, that more strict examination of
teachers should be provided for, and that
better provisions should be made ^or
building school houses# • * #
The entire lack of school funds is
severely felt, every dollar of expense
having to be met by the current tax* * * •
The current tax in Dona Ana County included $ mill
of the genera1 property tax, an indefinite proportion
of the liquor tax, the poll tax, which was inefficient*
ly collected, and certain fines*
In various tables the governor listed the nonoubllc institutions previously mentioned and the
following public school statistics for Dona Ana Jaunty

>3?tew Mexico (Ter*), depart o" the? Governor etc* loc* cit*

—

—

.

*
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Public schools* 29 including 21 English, 3 Spanish,
5 English and Spanish
Puolic school house©, 5
Teacher a, 29 including 15 sale* 14 female
Snrollnent, 62?
Average daily attendance, 409
Regular tax, |5#050
Foil tax, #330
TIE SCHOOL LAtf OF 1891
Early in 1891 the Log 1filature* passed a now school
law which gsve impetus to an already developing public
education.
Governor Prince described thie law in his report
under "Legislation*7 as the most important aeoomplifihment of the Legislature.

He wrote*

....
Chapter 25* "An act establishing common
school®, etc.,'* is intended to provide a
complete system of public schools through*
out the Territory. It unifies the whole
by creating a Territorial superintendent
of public instruction and a Territorial
board of education*
It provide* for a uniform seriea of
text books, and for their purchase at
the lowest rate®; for the examination
of teachers$ for the incorporation of
school dietrictfij for the erection of

"’iMli. 1891. PP. 11-12

—

—

.
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school houses; and, generally, for the
effective conduct of the schools#
To Hjeet the necessary expense® it
provide© for a Territorial tax of 3
mills, a district tax of 5 mills, and
the bond in. of districts for specified
purposes by a vote of the people. In
addition to this, all poll taxes, fines,
forfeitures, and all licenses paid by
liquor dealers, etc# go to the school
fund#
A. complete outline of the new school law was
given in the Territorial Superintendent*e first re
port #^

Other important provisions of the law not

mentioned by the Gov rnor are the followingj
District treasurer® abolished, all school funds to
be handled through the county treasurer*©
office
English language to be taught in all the cosmos,
schools of the Territory
Indefinite provisions for compulsory school
attendsace within limits of certain ages
Territorial superintendent should supply the
proper blank forms to counties and
districts
District trustees to be elected on the first
Monday in June for one year fc^rsa (There
were no important changes in the duties
of local directors nor of the county
cup# rinte ndent•)
All funds from licenses, etc* to be used in
the precinct where collected.

*'7$€§w Mexico (Ter#), Report of the Superintendent

«*tc» op»

sWf* u » t) 189X, pp. s-^rr~

—

—

—
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c H A m a iv
CONCLUSIONS

cau5«: and

i rrxet or

legislation

The Legislature is still beset with school
problems; illiteracy is high; many, too many, New
Mexicans are apathetic to education; but it is
heartening to look back and as® from whence and
'how we came*
Svery milestone on the way to efficient public
education In Kew Mexico is marked oy an act of the
Legislature.

Sut only those laws that conformed

to the policies Inaugurated by school authorities,
and those that were desired by the people have
become markers*

Doaens of legislative aea&ures

promulgated by small group® of educator© or by
private interests have been effectively ignored
by the people, who, after all, maintain the schools.
The poll tax, for example, was nevor efficiently
collected, and the Law of 1SS? raising teacher*’
standards was circumvented on occasion by communities
in this county, and elsewhere,

numerous other educa

tion laws on the statute books have had no appraci-

—

—
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abl© effect© and ar© therefor© not mentioned In thi©
work •
But at the same tis*, some laws that were In
appropriate at the time of pasaage served to atlsu1st© public Interest and thereby helped to shape
school policies*

The first school law illustrates the

point* as do the various early compulsory attendance
laws •
Hot all © fective legislation has been progressive,
as witness the Law of 1834 which abolished the county
unit plan in favor of district control*

But this law

was in conformity to public demands, and quit© in
accord with school policies in this county, where the
school commiseloners threw the responsibility for es
tablishing and maintaining schools back to the com
munities*

And that feature of the Law of 1391 which

provided that all school taxes should be used in the
precincts that paid them offered no consideration for
the rural trade districts that helped to pay the taxes
in the centers of population*

This provision was

desired b? the people in the districts that beaeflttedj
they had asked for it, while apathy of the rural folk
had prevented their raising a protest*
Ihe bchooi L&w of 1891 was hailed as the highest
ar.complishment of the Legislature to that time, and by

I

■
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popular conception It marks the beginning of the school
system of New Mexico.

At any rate,

It Inaugurated

policies, both good ®r*d bad, which still obtain in
achool adsainis tration i namely,

ull-time school execu

tive®, st&te certification of teachers, school plants
built and maintained at district t x p M M i

superior

urban school®, unifora textbooks.
As the native population became settled in its
new security, and as the incoming population of rest
less, pioneering souls gave way to a more stable and
progressive element from the States, schools and other
manifestations of civilisation developed.
wanted better legislation, and got it.
of development, especially

People

the process

of m public school system,

has continued past the ©cope of this history, and to
date the end is not in sight.

—
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APPEHCIX II

&0»A A*A C0UKT7

PUBLIC

SCHOOL EXECUTIVES

Pablo MelenArei* Probata Judge, County school

1870

Superintendent*
(Until 1872 th© Justice of the peace in
each precinct w*© the district school director*)
1871-1873

Unknown

1874-1876

Pablo Melrndres* Probate Judge f Chairman of county
School commission*
(School Comml»eioners before 1876* unknown)
Thomas J« Bull* Fvangelisto shaves and Jacinto
Alvarado* School Commissioners*

1876
1877-1878

Charles Leclneky, President of the Board of county
Commissioners* Chairman of County School
Commission*
William T. Jones* Probate Clerk* Clerk of county
School Commission*
Hevis Trujillo* Jacinto Armijo and Ggegorio
Miranda* School Commissioners•

1879

Members of School Commission* unknown*
1880

Guadalupe Ascarats, President of the Board of
County Commissioners* Chairman of County
School commission*
H. P. Stephenson, County clerk, clerk of county
School oEjjslssiom (1879-1884)*
Jacinto Armijo and Leandro Oarcia, School
Commission* -re * (Other * unknown)

1881-1882

Charles 8* Armijo* President of the Board of
County Commissioners* chairman of County
School Commission*
W* L* Hynerson* Jacob Schaublin and Pedro Chavs*,
School Commissioners*

1883-1884

H* E* Smith* President of the Board of county
Commissioners* Chairman of County School
Commission* (Resigned after six months)
M. A* Sartleson, appointed* 1873* to succeed
R * * ffiith*
Martin Lehman (appointed to replace J. A*
Meadows* who did not serve), J. M • Jaramillo
and ra. Prado, School Commissioners*
(The County School Commission was abolished by
the School Law of 1884,)
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County School Superintendent
1604

Martin Lohaan (appointed September 8, 1884)

1385-1066

J# Fred Lohiaan

1087-1888

Robert 3# Hatton

1889-1390

L* C* Voodeon

1891-1892

Oee&r Lohsan

1895-1696

Samuel w • Slierfey

1897-1900

Joae aonaalex

1901-1902

Kilo* t • Day

1905-1906

Albert J# Fountain

1907-1906

George Lynch

1909-1912

Vincent May

1915-1916

■■rank M# Hayner

1917-1920

Dr* E* i-* Mo Bride

1921-1922

Kra* 0* MeB# iFLeaing~Jone*

1923-1924

Mre* Lena B. Sexton

1925-1926

Mr®# Elola* D* Bradaimw

1927-1926

Mre* Lena B* Sexton

1929-1930

lire* Katharine D* Btoe*

1931-1952

Mra* Lena B* Sexton

1933-1936

Mrs* Salle K* Eylar

1957-1940

fire* Louie© G* Gasp ball

1941-

Tdgar C» rngler
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